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1 Introduction
1.1 Breckland Council is in the process of preparing a Local Plan, which, when adopted, will guide future
development across the District over the plan period to 2036. When adopted the Local Plan will:

Set the settlement hierarchy for the District
Allocate Housing, Employment, Retail and Open Space
Provide area strategies for the District
Set the approach to the Environment, Economy, Infrastructure and the Community
Provide detailed Development Management.

1.2 The recently prepared Local Plan Preferred Directions Document included emerging development site options
for housing and employment. This report forms the interim Sustainability Appraisal (SA) of the preferred and
alternative allocations for sites.

1.3 Also proposed for inclusion within the emerging Local Plan will be a policy on rural areas, and this document
includes the SA on the revised approach in PD05A/B, including the approach to settlement boundaries.

1.4 Settlement boundaries are a policy tool that delineate in plan form coherent and established built up areas.
The purpose of settlement boundaries is to promote development around existing built-up communities where
there is a clearly defined settlement where further development, if properly designed and constructed, would not
be incongruous or intrusive because of the size of the settlement. In simple terms, a settlement boundary is the
dividing line, or boundary between areas of built/urban development (the settlement, where development in principle
is acceptable) and non-urban or rural development – the open countryside, (where development, with limited
exceptions, is not generally permitted). A settlement boundary does not necessarily have to cover the full extent
of a village nor be limited to its built form; Breckland settlement boundaries are focused on areas with services
and facilities.

Sustainability Appraisal

1.5 SA is a requirement under Regulation 39 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Development) (England)
Regulations 2004, for Local Development Documents (now referred to as “Local Plans” under the National Planning
Policy Framework 2012 (NPPF)). It incorporates the requirement under European Directive 2001/42/EC for a
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA).

1.6 European Directive 2001/42/EC requires SEA to be carried out on a range of plans and programmes including
Local Plans. SEA is the process of systematically assessing strategic policies, plans and programmes, to ensure
that significant environmental effects that might arise from them are identified. Once identified, these effects are
then communicated to decision-makers, mitigated and monitored. It is also a key requirement of the SEA process
that opportunities for public involvement are provided. This document conforms to these requirements.

1.7 SA can be broadly defined as:

“the formal, systematic and comprehensive process of evaluating the environmental, social and economic
effects of a policy, plan or programme, or its alternatives, including the preparation of a written report on the
findings of that evaluation, and using the findings in publicly accountable decision-making.” Adapted from
Therivel, R. et al (1992) “Strategic Environmental Assessment”, London, Earthscan

1.8 The Government states that the purpose of SA is to “promote sustainable development through the integration
of social, environmental and economic considerations into the preparation of … Development Plan
Documents”.Sustainability Appraisal of Regional Spatial Strategies and Local Development Documents, ODPM,
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2005 It is an iterative process, which identifies and reports on the likely significant effects of the plan and the extent
to which the implementation of the plan will achieve the social, environmental and economic objectives by which
sustainable development can be defined.

1.9 One of the key functions of SA is to illustrate the benefits and risks of different development options and
policy choices to enable a transparent decision making process. This should facilitate effective public consultation
on alternative courses of action, and ultimately help to justify why specific options were chosen against others.

1.10 The term ‘sustainable development’ has been commonly used since the early 1990s, growing in importance
since the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. There are numerous definitions of sustainable development.
The most widely used international definition is:

“Development which meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their own needs”From ‘The Bruntland Report’ – Bruntland, G. (Ed) (1987) ‘Our Common Future:
The World Commission on Environment and Development’ Oxford, Oxford University Press

1.11 The Government’s Sustainable Development Strategy (2005)UK Sustainable Development Strategy,
DEFRA, 2005 summarises sustainable development as that which enables people throughout the world to satisfy
their basic needs and enjoy a better quality of life, without compromising the quality of life of future generations.
This should be pursued in ways that produce:

A sustainable, innovative and productive economy that delivers high levels of employment; and

An equal and inclusive society which promotes successful communities and personal well-being.

1.12 But this must be done in ways that:

Protect and enhance the physical and natural environment; and
Use energy and resources as efficiently as possible.

1.13 The planning system has an important role to play in promoting and enabling sustainable development,
particularly through the plan making process. The legislation states that the function must be exercised with the
objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable developmentPlanning and Compulsory Purchase Act
2004, chapter 39. The NPPF sets out a “presumption in favour of sustainable development”, which runs through
both plan-making and decision-taking. The NPPF indicates the Government's view of what sustainable development
in England means for the planning system, but three dimensions are specifically highlighted, giving rise to the need
for the planning system to perform a number of roles:

“an economic role - contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive economy, by ensuring that
sufficient land of the right type is available in the right places and at the right time to support growth and
innovation; and by identifying and coordinating development requirements, including the provision of
infrastructure;
a social role - supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by providing the supply of housing required
to meet the needs of present and future generations; and by creating a high quality built environment, with
accessible local services that reflect the community's needs and support its health, social and cultural
wellbeing; and
an environmental role - contributing to protecting and enhancing our natural, built and historic environment;
and, as part of this, helping to improve biodiversity, use natural resources prudently, minimise waste and
pollution, and mitigate and adapt to climate change including moving to a low carbon economy." (CLG, 2012).

1.14 In addition to SEA, the Government requires a SA of Plans to ensure they are balanced and integrate
environmental, social and economic objectives to secure the best overall outcome for the area. Both processes
are incorporated into this document and are referred to by the single term SA.
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How to Respond

1.15 Comments on this Sustainability Appraisal are invited between 9am on 19th September and 4pm on 31st
October 2016. You can respond to this consultation in the following methods

Online at: http://consult.breckland.gov.uk/portal
By Email: planningpolicyteam@breckland.gov.uk
By Post: Planning Policy Team, Breckland Council, Elizabeth House, Walpole Loke, Dereham, NR19 1EE

1.16 Hard copies of the consultation document are available for viewing at the Breckland Council office in
Dereham, local libraries and the council presence offices. If you have any questions regarding any of the issues
raised in this document please contact the Planning policy Team on 01362 656 873. Please note that comments
received on this document cannot be treated as confidential as all commentsmust be publicly available in accordance
with government regulations.
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2 Sustainability Appraisal Objectives
Sustainability Appraisal Process

2.1 SA is the process of looking at and refining the policy options as part of plan preparation and examining how
they contribute to sustainable development. By using SA it will be possible to identify where some options do not
contribute to sustainable development, so that these issues can be addressed early on and options chosen to
ensure that they are the most reasonable alternative and as sustainable as possible in the circumstances, including
appropriate mitigation.

2.2 Production of plans and the SA process are therefore carried out in tandem, with appraisal at different stages
to influence policy direction and decision making.

2.3 This report represents part of a wider SA process. Breckland Council have already prepared a Scoping
Report (July 2013), Interim SA Report (November 2014) and Preferred Directions SA Report (December 2015) in
preparation of their emerging Local Plan. Readers are directed to these documents for a greater understanding
of the wider processes: http://www.breckland.gov.uk/article/2455/Documents-Library-Publications

2.4 The Government's 2005 guidance set out the relationship between plan preparation stages and SA stages
as follows. How Breckland has addressed this relationship at the various stages is included:

Where and WhenSustainability Appraisal Process

Stage A: Setting the context and objectives,
establishing the baseline and deciding on the scope

Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report, July 2013

Stage B: Developing and refining options and
assessing effects

Interim SA on Preferred Directions for Local Plan
(consultation Jan-Feb 2016)
Interim SA on Preferred Sites and Settlement
Boundaries and Interim SAReport (this document)

Stage C: Preparing the SA Report Preparation of publication version of the Local Plan
Sustainability Appraisal (Early 2017)

Stage D: Consulting on the proposed plan and SA
Report

Early 2017

Stage E: Monitoring the significant effects of
implementing the Local Plan

Ongoing following the adoption of the Local Plan.

Table 2.1

Scoping and Sustainability Appraisal Framework

2.5 The first stage in the SA process is to understand Breckland’s context and objectives, establish the baseline
conditions and decide on the scope of the SA. Breckland Council have a SA Scoping Report (July 2013), associated
with the emerging Local Plan, that sets out these steps. As the establishment of rural settlement boundaries will
ultimately be part of Local Plan, the scope set out in that report can also be used here.

2.6 The SA Scoping Report (July 2013):

Identifies the sustainability objectives of other relevant plans, programmes, policies and strategies.
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Collects and collates baseline information and establishes a profile of the environmental, social and economic
characteristics of Breckland District.
Identifies sustainability issues and problems within Breckland.
Develops the SA framework that will be used to test policy and allocation options in the plan.

2.7 As part of the SA framework, 19 SA objectives have been established that are appropriate indicators to test
new Local Plan proposals against. They cover social, environmental and economic elements. For each SA objective,
a series a decision making questions and criteria are provided, which were established within the SA Scoping
Report. This ensures that the assessment is transparent, consistent and undertaken using the correct evidence
and understanding. This framework is used to undertake the SA of rural settlement boundaries. The framework is
set out below:

Decision making criteriaDecisionmaking (Appraisal) questionsSustainability
Appraisal
Objective

Site includes a house or garden/previous use (y=+,
n=o)

Will it use land that has been previously
developed?

1. Minimise the
irreversible loss
of undeveloped

Close to the settlement boundary/ brownfield/ not
using high grade agricultural land

Will it use land efficiently?land and
productive
agricultural

Grade 1,2,3 (y=-, n=+)Will it protect and enhance the best and
most versatile agricultural land?

holdings and
encourage the
recycling/reuse

NPPF definition (exclude garden) (y=+, n=o)Will it use brownfield land?of on site
resources to Dependent on type and design of development,

not location.
Will it recycle on site resources?minimise the

impacts on the
environment and
safeguard
resources for the
future
generations.

Dependent on type and design of development,
not location.

Will it reduce water consumption?2. Limit water
consumption to
the capacity of

Would the development of the site have the
possibility to harm a protected aquifier (y=-, n=+)

Will it conserve groundwater resources?natural
processes and
storage systems

Dependent on type and design of development,
not location.

Will it maintain or enhance water quality?and maintain
and enhance
water quality.

Dependent on type and design of development,
not location.

Will it reduce water consumption?3. Ensure the
sustainable
reuse of water to

Would the development of the site have the
possibility to harm a protected aquifier (y=-, n=+)

Will it conserve groundwater resources?accommodate
additional
growth and

Dependent on type and design of development,
not location.

Will it maintain or enhance water quality?development
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Decision making criteriaDecisionmaking (Appraisal) questionsSustainability
Appraisal
Objective

with minimal
impacts on
water quality.

Dependent on type and design of development,
not location.

Will it reduce waste?4: Minimise the
production of
waste and

Dependent on type and design of development,
not location.

Will it re-use waste?support the
recycling of
waste.

Dependent on type and design of development,
not location.

Will it enable composting of waste?

Is the site 2km from a household waste recycling
plant? (y=+, n=o)

Will it enable recycling of waste?

Dependent on type and design of development,
not location.

Will waste be recovered in other ways for
other uses?

Dependent on type and design of development,
not location.

Will it increase waste going to landfill?

Dependent on type and design of development,
not location.

Will it encourage the re-use and recycling
of aggregates?

Dependent on type and design of development,
not location.

Will it lead to an increased proportion of
energy needs being met from renewable
sources?

5. Reduce
contributions to
climate change
and localised air
pollution. Dependent on type and design of development,

not location.
Will it reduce the emissions of
greenhouse gases by reducing energy
consumption?

Is it in a AQMA (y=-, n=o)Will it improve air quality?

Is it within 300m of convenience shopping ? Is it
within 800m of a school?(y=+, n=o)

Will it reduce traffic volumes?

Is the site within 800m of a bus stop (y=+, n=o)Will it support travel by means other than
single occupancy car?

Is the site within an EA flood zone 2 or 3 or a
SFRA defined flood zone (1 in 100yr risk)? (y=-,
n=+)

Will it increase risk of flooding?6. To adapt to
climate change
and avoid,
reduce and
manage flood
risk.
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Decision making criteriaDecisionmaking (Appraisal) questionsSustainability
Appraisal
Objective

Is the site adjacent to an EA flood zone 2 or 3 or
a SFRA defined flood zone (1 in 100yr risk)? (y=-,
n=+)

Will it contribute to a higher risk
elsewhere?

Dependent on type and design of development,
not location.

Will it attenuate the flow and run off of
water?

Would it result in the direct loss of all or part of the
designated site? Is the site adjacent to a
designated site? (SPA, SAC, Ramsar, HRA) (y=-,
n=+)

Will it protect, maintain and enhance sites
designated for their nature conservation
interest?

7. Protect,
conserve,
enhance and
expand
biodiversity and

Will it involve the loss of a Norfolk Biodiversity
Action Plan Habitat (County Wildlife Site)? (y=-,
n=+)

Will it conserve and enhance species,
diversity and green, infrastructure and
avoid harm to protected species?

promote and
conserve
geodiversity.

Will it involve the loss of trees and hedgerows?
(y=-, n=+)

Will it promote and conserve
geodiversity?

Will it interfere with connectivity of habitats
(consistent with Norfolk Econets project) (y=-, n=o)

Will it protect the district's infrastructure?8. Protect,
enhance and
increase Green
Infrastructure in
the District.

Will it enhance connectivity of habitats (consistent
with Norfolk Econets project) (y=+, n=-)

Will it enhance the district's
infrastructure?

Dependent on type and design of development,
not location.

Will it facilitate the creation of new Green
Infrastructure which will improve links and
corridors between open space?

Is the site within a landscape that has
moderate-high or high sensitivity to change as
defined in the Breckland Settlement Fringe
Landscape Assessment (y=-, n=+)

Will it maintain and enhance the
distinctiveness of landscape and
townscape character?

9. Maintain,
enhance and
preserve the
distinctiveness,
diversity and

Does it involve the re-use or re-development of
derelict buildings? (y=+, n=-)

Will it maintain and enhance the character
of settlements?

quality of
landscape and
townscape
character. Would it involve the loss of designated open space

(y=-, n=+)
Will it protect and enhance open spaces
of amenity and recreational value?

Will it result in the direct loss or damage to a listed
building/ conservation area or damage to the
setting of a listed building/ conservation area?
(y=-, n=+)

Will it protect or enhance (designated)
heritage assets?

10. Conserve
and where
appropriate
enhance the
historic
environment. Will it result in impact upon the setting of a listed

building/conservation area? (y=-, n=+)
Will it protect or enhance the significance
and setting of (designated) heritage
assets?
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Decision making criteriaDecisionmaking (Appraisal) questionsSustainability
Appraisal
Objective

Is the site within a AQMA/ within or adjacent to a
Hazardous installation Consultation Area? (y=-,
n=o)

Will it reduce early death rates?11. Improve the
health and well
being of the
population.

Is the site within 1200m of outdoor playing space
or sports facilities (y=+, n=-) (NFRA standards)?

Will it increase life expectancy?

Would it result in a loss of outdoor playing space
or sports facilities? (y=-, n=o)

Is the site within 30 minutes public transport time
or walking time of a primary health care facility?
(Norfolk LTP) (y=+, n=o)

Will it improve access to essential
services such as health facilities?

Summary of 5d, 5e, 11cWill it encourage healthy lifestyles,
including travel and food choices? Will it
help the population to move more, eat
well and live longer?

Dependent on type and design of development,
not location.

Will it reduce levels of crime?12. Reduce and
prevent crime

Is the site within 1200m of outdoor playing space
or sports facilities? (residential allocation proposals
only) (NPFA standards) (y=+, n=-)? Is the site
within 1200m of a residential area? (Outdoor
playing space allocation proposals only) (y=+, n=-)

Will it improve accessibility to open
space?

13. Improve the
quality and
quantity of
publicly
accessible open
space.

Increase open space (+) decrease open space (-)Will it improve the quality, quantity and
multi functionality of accessible open
space?

Is it within walking distance (1000m) to a school,
shop, doctor or public open space? (y=+, n=o)

Will it improve accessibility to key local
services and facilities, including health,
education and leisure?

14. Improve the
quality, range
and accessibility
of essential
services and
facilities.

Is it within walking distance (300m) or 30 minutes
public transport or to a town centre (y=+, n=-)

Will it improve accessibility to shopping
facilities?

Will it increase services in a ward within the 20%
most deprived wards in England (y=+, n=-)

Will it address the Indices of Multiple
Deprivation and the underlying indicators?

15. Redress
inequalities
related to age,

Is it connected to public transport and within 30
minutes public transport time of retail provision,
and employment (y=+, n=-)

Will it improve accessibility to essential
services and facilities?

gender,
disability, race,
faith, location
and income.
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Decision making criteriaDecisionmaking (Appraisal) questionsSustainability
Appraisal
Objective

Dependent on type and design of development,
not location.

Will it improve relations between people
from different backgrounds and social
groups?

Is it an allocation for housing? (y=+, n=o)Will it support the range of housing types
and sizes, including affordable to meet
the needs of all sectors in the community?

16. Ensure all
groups have
access to
affordable,

Will it involve the redevelopment of unfit homes?Will it reduce the number of unfit homes?decent and
appropriate

Is the allocation proposal for housing? (y=+, n=o)Will it reduce housing need?housing that
meets their
needs. Is the allocation for a gypsy and traveller site?Will it meet the needs of the travelling

community?

Is it in the town centre? (y=+, n=-)Will it increase vitality of existing town
centres?

17. Increase the
vitality and
viability of
existing town
centres.

Is it in the town centre? (retail and leisure
allocations only) (y=+, n=-)

Will it increase viability of existing town
centres?

Is it within walking distance (1000m) to a school,
shop, doctor or public open space? (y=+, n=o)

Will it provide for the needs of the local
community?

Is the allocation for an educational establishment?
(y=+, n=-)

Will it support and improve education?18. Help people
gain access to
satisfying work

Is the allocation proposal for employment land?
(y=+, n=o)

Will it encourage employment and reduce
employment overall?

appropriate to
their skills,
potential and
place of
residence.

Is the site within 800m or 30 minute public
transport time of residential areas? (for residential
and employment use allocations only) (y=+, n=-)

Will it improve access to employment?

Is the site within 800m or 30 minute public
transport time of residential areas? (for residential
and employment use allocations only) (y=+, n=-)

Will it improve access to employment by
means other than single occupancy car?

Is it in an area with a deficiency of employment
land? (for employment use allocation proposals
only) (y=+, n=o)

Will it improve business development and
enhance competitiveness?

19. Improve the
efficiency,
competitiveness
and adaptability
of the local
economy.

Is the allocation proposal for employment land?
(y=+, n=o)

Will it make land and property available
for business development?
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Decision making criteriaDecisionmaking (Appraisal) questionsSustainability
Appraisal
Objective

Is the allocation proposal within a town or local
service centre or accessible by public transport?
(y=+, n=o)

Will it support sustainable tourism?

Table 2.2
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3 Emerging Preferred and Alternative sites
3.1 Since the completion of th Preferred Directions document, the proposed policy approach to the Level and
Location of Growth has been updated and forms part of the consultation document. As such the revised policy
has been re-assessed against the sustainability objectives and is shown below.

LOCAL PLAN POLICY: Level and Location of Growth

Assessment of policy against
sustainability objective

++

0

- -

L

D

N

Sustainability
Appraisal Objective

Decision making
(Appraisal) questions

SEA/SA

Topic

P

T

ST

MT

LT

Thetford is surrounded by low quality
agricultural land but this is because it is
ecologically sensitive heathland. Swaffham,

-D1. Minimise the
irreversible loss of
undeveloped land and

Land, water

and Soil PST-LT
Dereham, Banham, Bawdeswell,productive agricultural

Resources Garboldisham, Great Ellingham, Litcham,
Mattishall, North Elmham, Necton, Shipham

holdings and encourage
the recycling/reuse of

and Sporle have Grade 2 agricultural landonsite resources to
on their periphery which will be protected
reducing the land supply for potential
development.

minimise the impacts on
the environment and
safeguard resources for
the future generations.

The preferred option has development
recommended for Local service Centres
which tend to be more rural however the
agricultural grade 2 land is present around
market towns and ten of the Local Service
Centres.

There is concern that rises in demand
created by an increase in the total number
of households will place increased pressure

0/-N2. Limit water
consumption to the
capacity of natural PST-LT

upon water resources. Households exertprocesses and storage
considerable pressure on the environmentsystems and maintain
by using much of the water that isand enhance water

quality. abstracted. With the number of households
increasing the average size of the
households decreasing, this will put further
pressure on water resources because
smaller houses use more per person.
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LOCAL PLAN POLICY: Level and Location of Growth

Assessment of policy against
sustainability objective

++

0

- -

L

D

N

Sustainability
Appraisal Objective

Decision making
(Appraisal) questions

SEA/SA

Topic

P

T

ST

MT

LT

The most sensitive areas for development
due to increased water demand are
Attleborough, Dereham and Swaffham. The
waste water capacity sensitive urban areas
are Attleborough and Dereham and to a
lesser extent Thetford. The revised housing
distribution will see more houses allocated
to the market towns of Dereham Swaffham
and Watton, and as such this may have a
negative impact, which needs to be
mitigated through appropriate infrastructure
planning.

Attleborough, Dereham and Swaffham are
predicted to have limited water resource

0N3. Ensure the
sustainable reuse of

PST-LT availability up to 2026 and will require waterwater to accommodate
to be pumped from other sources to meet
the increased demand.

additional growth and
development with
minimal impacts on
water quality.

N/aN/a4. Minimise the
production of waste and

Climate

change and N/aN/asupport the recycling of
waste.

air pollution
The policy seeks to provide the majority of
dwellings to the largest most sustainable

0N5. Reduce contributions
to climate change and
localised air pollution. PST-LT settlements, with limited dwellings being

allocated to the rural areas. In designating
local service centres one of the criteria is
the requirement for frequent public
transport to a higher order centre, to
prevent reliance on private car use.
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LOCAL PLAN POLICY: Level and Location of Growth

Assessment of policy against
sustainability objective

++

0

- -

L

D

N

Sustainability
Appraisal Objective

Decision making
(Appraisal) questions

SEA/SA

Topic

P

T

ST

MT

LT

All key settlements and market towns are
susceptible to fluvial and/or sewer flooding.

0N6. To adapt to climate
change and avoid,

PST-LT The preferred option takes into account thereduce and manage
flood risk. availability of suitable land including if it is

at flood risk.

This policy seeks to allocate the majority
of dwellings to higher order settlements,

0D7. Protect, conserve,
enhance and expand

Biodiversity

PST-LT and proposes a proportional split for Localbiodiversity and
Service Centres which will see growthpromote and conserve

geodiversity. levels of 10% dependent on the existing
size of the settlements. This approach
means that a settlement will not receive a
disproportional level of growth dependent
to there size which may have had a more
significant impact upon biodiversity and
geodiversity. The individual site
assessments will be assessed against
these criteria.

This policy runs the risk of impacting upon
green infrastructure within the District.

0D8. Protect, enhance and
increase Green

PST-LT However the sites will all be individuallyInfrastructure in the
District. assessed against the sustainability

appraisal objectives.

The option runs the risk of impacting
visually and reducing open space areas but

0D9. Maintain, enhance
and preserve the

Cultural

heritage and PST-LT it is the specific locations of developmentdistinctiveness, diversity
that will determine this rather than the tierand quality of landscape

landscape of settlement where development is
proposed.

and townscape
character.

All options run the risk of impacting visually
but it is the specific locations of

0D10. Conserve and
where appropriate

PST-LT development that will determine this ratherenhance the historic
environment.
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LOCAL PLAN POLICY: Level and Location of Growth

Assessment of policy against
sustainability objective

++

0

- -

L

D

N

Sustainability
Appraisal Objective

Decision making
(Appraisal) questions

SEA/SA

Topic

P

T

ST

MT

LT

than the tier of settlement where
development is proposed.

The option runs the risk of reducing open
space areas but it is the specific locations

0D11. Improve the health
and well being of the
population.

Population

and human PST-LT of development that will determine this
rather than the tier of settlement where
development is proposed.health

The spatial distribution is unlikely to impact
upon crime levels. It is the specific

N/aN/a12. Reduce and prevent
crime

N/aN/a development of well lit areas etc that
reduces crime.

All new residential developments will be
expected to provide new open space.

+D13. Improve the quality
and quantity of publicly
accessible open space. PST-LT

The preferred direction takes into account
the availability of public transport and
services within the Local Service Centres.

+L14. Improve the quality,
range and accessibility
of essential services
and facilities.

Inclusive

communities PMT

One of the main objectives of the a Local
Plan is to facilitate inclusive mixed

0L15. Redress inequalities
related to age, gender,

PST-LT communities and as such is particularly
important in the redress of inequalities.

disability, race, faith,
location and income.

This policy seeks development within the
Local Service Centres which could provide

++L16. Ensure all groups
have access to

PST-LT more affordable family housing in rural and
Local Service Centres.

affordable, decent and
appropriate housing that
meets their needs.

This policy will see the majority of new
development allocated to the key

++D17. Increase the vitality
and viability of existing
town centres.

Economic

Activity PST-LT settlements of Attleborough and Thetford
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LOCAL PLAN POLICY: Level and Location of Growth

Assessment of policy against
sustainability objective

++

0

- -

L

D

N

Sustainability
Appraisal Objective

Decision making
(Appraisal) questions

SEA/SA

Topic

P

T

ST

MT

LT

and the market towns of Dereham,
Swaffham and Watton. Allocating the
majority of development to the towns will
help to increased the vitality and viability of
those town centres.

This policy includes development in the
Local Service Centres which may need the

+D18. Help people gain
access to satisfying

PMT-LT development to encourage businesses towork appropriate to their
locate there. Higher paid technical orskills, potential and

place of residence. managerial jobs aremore common in larger
urban areas like Norwich and development
along or near good connections to these
areas would be positive. The majority of
development remains focused on the key
settlements of Attleborough and Thetford
and the market towns of Dereham,
Swaffham andWatton which have the best
access to employment opportunities within
the District.

Improving the local economy relies onmore
factors than just the distribution of housing.

+D19. Improve the
efficiency,

PMT
Increased development in Local Service
Centres will support and encourage new
businesses. The difference may be that

competitiveness and
adaptability of the local
economy.

local facilities like Post Offices and Public
Houses in Local Service Centres may be
able to remain open from increase trade.

This policy takes into account the quantity
of suitability in LSC to accommodate
additional residential development.

Table 3.1
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3.2 The following tables within this document indicate the emerging preferred and alternative allocations across
theMarket Towns and Local Service Centres, which can be seen in Appendix D of the main consultation document.

Dereham

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

ooo++++o+++o++++++oLP[025]001

+oo++++ooo+oo+o+++-LP[025]002

+oo++++ooo+o--++++-LP[025]003

+oo++++ooooo-oo+++-LP[025]004

+oo++++oo-ooo+++++-LP[025]005

+oo++++oooooo--+++oLP[025]006

+oo++++oooooo-++---LP[025]007

+oo++++oooooo+-+++-LP[025]008

+oo++++oooooo+-+---LP[025]009

+oo++o+oooooo+-+++-LP[025]010

+oo++++ooo+ooo-+++oLP[025]011

+oo++++ooo+oo-++++-LP[025]017

+oo++++ooo+ooo++++-LP[025]018

+oo++++ooo+oo-o+++-LP[025]019

+oo++++ooo-o-+++++oLP[025]021

+oo++++oo--oo+++--oLP[025]022

+oo++++oooooo--+++-LP[025]023

+oo++o+ooo–oo+o+++–LP[025]024

+oo++o+oooooo+–+++–LP[025]025

+oo++++oo+ooo–++++–LP[025]027

+oo++o+o++–o++++––+LP[025]028

+oo++o+o++–o++++––oLP[025]029

+oo+o++o+o-oo-o/-ooo-LP[083]003
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SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

+oo++++o+o-oo+oooo-LP[083]004

+o+++++o+o-oo+oooo-LP[083]005

+oo++++o+o-o-+oooooLP[083]006

+oo++++o+o+/oooooooooLP[083]007

+oo++++++o-oo+-ooo-LP[083]008

ooo+o++ooo-oo+oooo-LP[083]009

ooo+o++o+o-o-+oooooLP[083]010

ooo+o++ooo-oo+oooo-LP[083]011

ooooo-oo++-o++oooooLP[083]012

+oo+--+oo++oo+-o++-LP[083]013

+oo+--+o+++oo-oo++-LP[083]014

+oo+--+oo++oo+-o++-LP[083]015

+oo+--+o+++oo-oo++-LP[083]016

+oo+--+oo++oo+-o++-LP[083]017

+oo+--+oo++oo+-o++-LP[083]018

-oo+-o+o+++oo+oo++-LP[083]019

Summary comments:

Dereham is one of the larger market towns within Breckland and has a high level of services provision, whilst
also having good public transport links. Development sites in and around this area have the potential to be
sustainable options and the majority of sites score well against the sustainability objectives. There is limited
differences between the sites. Due to there size, the majority of sites would be expected to provide onsite open
space. However the smaller sites are still within 1200m of open space.

Few brownfield opportunities exist however. Preferred site LP[025]011 offers the opportunity for a partial brownfield
development, along with scoring positively on access to services, health and economic activities. Site LP[025]028
is a brownfield site and is currently the location of Dereham Hospital. As a brownfield site it scores positively
against objective 1. The redevelopment of the hospital site without an understanding of what this would mean
to provision of the existing facilities, means that the site does not score as well against objective 14.
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SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

The Dereham site options include land within the parish of Scarning, referenced as sites LP[083]. These sites
generally do not score as well against the objectives relating to access to services and facilities. The sites tend
to be located further from the schools and employment sites within the town.

Table 3.2 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in Dereham

Swaffham

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

–oo+++oooo+oo+oo–––LP[097]001

+oo+++oo+o+oo++o–––LP[097]002

+oo+++oo+o+oo++o–––LP[097]003

+oo+++oo+oooo++o–––LP[097]004

-oo+++ooooooo++o–––LP[097]005

ooo+++oooo+oo++o–––LP[097]006

+oo+++ooooooo++o–––LP[097]008

+oo+++oo+o+oo++o–––LP[097]009

+oo+++oo+oooo++o–––LP[097]010

+oo+++oooo+oo++o–––LP[097]011

+oo+++ooooooo++o–––LP[097]012

+oo+++oo+oooo+oo–––LP[097]013

+oo+++oo+o+o–++o–––LP[097]014

+oo+++oooo+oo+oo–––LP[097]015

+oo+++oo+oooo+–o–––LP[097]016

+oo+++oooo+oo+oo–––LP[097]018

+oo+++oooo+oo+oo–––LP[097]019
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SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

+oo++o–o–o+oo+oo–––LP[097]020

Summary comments: Development options in Swaffham tend to be on Greenfield sites and so do not have
positive outcomes with regards to the first three SA objectives, relating to land, water and soil resources. Due
to the rural nature of the Breckland district there is limited brownfield land available. The majority of sites score
relatively evenly against the SA objectives, with limited differences between the.

Table 3.3 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in Swaffham

Watton

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

+oo+++oo+oooo++o–––LP[104]001

+oo+++oo+oooo++o–––LP[104]002

+oo+++oo+o+oo+oo––+LP[104]003

+oo+++oo+oooo++o–––LP[104]004

+oo+++oo+oooo–+o–––LP[104]005

+oo+++oo+oooo++oo––LP[104]006

+oo+++oo+o+oo++o––+LP[104]007

+oo+++oo+oooo++o–––LP[104]008

+oo+++oo+oooo++oo––LP[104]009

+oo+++oo+o+ooo+o–––LP[104]010

+oo+++oo+o–oo++o–––LP[104]011

+oo+++oooo–oo++oo––LP[104]012

+oo+++oo+o+oo++o–––LP[104]013

ooo+++-o-o-oo++o---LP[104]014

+oo+++oo+oooo++o––oLP[104]015
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SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

+oo+++oo+oooo++o–––LP[104]016

+oo+++oo+ooo–++o–––LP[104]017

+oo+++oo+ooo–++o–––LP[104]018

+oo+++o+oo+oo+oo--+LP[017]007

Summary comments: The majority of sites inWatton are Greenfield,and this has resultant sustainability issues.
However, the good transport links, economic base and community services and facilities make potential sites
in the area score well otherwise. There are no preferred sites in Watton due to the housing numbers being met
through existing planning applications, and sites which are currently awaiting appeal.

The site appraisals include land within Carbooke parish (LP[017]007) which is located within the built up extent
of Watton.

The majority of sites which have been promoted for consideration through the Local Plan are on greenfield land.
Due to the rural nature of Breckland, there is limited brownfield land. Sites LP[104]003, LP[104]007 and
LP[017]007 are all on brownfield land.

A number of alternative sites are identified, all of which have comparable sustainability outcomes, apart from
site LP[104]017, which represents some concerns regarding biodiversity due to the site being partially within
the SPA buffer.

Table 3.4 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in Watton

Ashill

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

oo-+--+o++o/-oo/-+o+oo-LP[001]001

ooo/+++++o+-ooo/-+++oo-LP[001]002

ooo/+++++o+-ooo+++oo+LP[001]003

ooo/+++++o++ooo+++oo-LP[001]004

ooo/+++++o++ooo+++oo-LP[001]005

ooo/+++++o++ooo+++oo-LP[001]006

ooo/+++++o++oooo/-++oo-LP[001]007

ooo/+++++o++ooo+++oo-LP[001]008
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SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

Summary comments: All sites within Ashill score relatively similarly through the sustainability appraisal. All the
sites are located on greenfield land with the exception of site LP[001]003, which will involve the re-development
of existing properties. Due to the greenfield nature of the sites they therefore score negatively against SA
objective 1, however due to the rural nature of Breckland and limited amount of brownfield land the majority of
sites score negatively against this criteria.

Sites LP[001]002 and LP[001]003 score negatively against objective 10 due to the impact upon the the Grade
1 Listed Building 'Church of St.Nicholas'.

Site LP[001]001 is located to the south of the village. It is distant from a number of key services and facilities
within the village, including the primary school, shop and open space. Due to this the site has score negatively
against SA objectives 14, 15 and 17 in comparison to the other sites which score more positively. Whilst Sites
LP[001]006 and 007 score positively against these criteria the sites are just within the buffer for distances to
key services and facilities.

Preferred Site LP[001]008 scores positively against criteria regarding Population and Human Health, Culutral
Heritage and Landscape and Climate Change and Air Pollution.

Table 3.5 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in Ashill

Banham

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

+oo+o++o+o–oo++o––+LP[003]002

+oo+o++o+o–oo–+o–––LP[003]003

+oo+o++o+o–oo++o–––LP[003]004

+oo+o++o+o–oo++o–––LP[003]005

+oo+o++o+oooo+–o–––LP[003]006

+oo+o++o+oooo+–o–––LP[003]007

+oo+o++o+o–oo+oo–––LP[003]008

+oo+o+-ooo–oo++o–––LP[003]009

Summary comments:Within Banham, the community primary school sits on a very small site and is not suitable
for further expansion. Banham can therefore only accommodate relatively low levels of growth to ensure a
sustainable future for that school and the current and future pupils.
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SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

Sites LP[003]006 and LP[003]007 score negatively against objective 5 due to the sites not being located within
reasonable proximity to facilities and services can create climate change issues. LP[003]008 scores neutrally
against policy 5 due to being within close proximity to the school, but distance from other facilities.

Site LP[003]009 sores negaitvely against criteria 13 due to the site being situated upon an area of public open
space.

Preferred site LP[003]003 is the only site to score negatively when considering flood risk, due to part of the site
being included within Flood Zone 3a. This would need to be managed through the planning process. Several
of the sites, including the preferred and alternative options, are located within a conservation area but this too
can be carefully managed as to not harm its character and appearance.

Alternative sites LP[003]004 and LP[003]005 score negatively against criteria 9, due to the potential impact upon
the landscape and character of the settlement.

Table 3.6 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in Banham

Bawdeswell

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

+oo+o++o+o+oo+oo–––LP[004]002

+oo+o++o+o+oo+oo–––LP[004]003

+oo+o++o+++oo+oo–––LP[004]004

+oo+o++o+++oo+oo–––LP[004]005

+oo+o++o+++oo+oo–––LP[004]006

+oo+o++o+++oo+oo–––LP[004]007

+oo+o++o+++oo+oo–––LP[004]008

Summary comments: The lack of brownfield sites in Bawdeswell mean that all sites score poorly against SA
objectives 1, 2 and 3. Otherwise all sites perform well, either positively or neutrally, against all other SA objectives.

Sites LP[004]002 and LP[004]003 do not perform as well as the others regarding impact on biodiversity and the
historic environment.

Preferred Site LP[004]008 and Alternative Sites LP[004]007 and LP[004]005 perform well against the SA
framework.
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Table 3.7 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in Bawdeswell

Garboldisham

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

oooo+o+ooo+ooo––––+LP[031]002

oooo+o+o+o+oo+oo–––LP[031]003

oooo+o+o+++ooo++––oLP[031]004

oooo+o+o+++ooooo––oLP[031]005

oooo+o+o+–+oo+oo–––LP[031]006

oooo+o+o+–+oo+oo–––LP[031]007

oooo+o+o+–+oo+oo–––LP[031]008

oooo+o+o+–+oo+oo–––LP[031]009

oooo+ooo+–+oo+oo–––LP[031]010

Summary comments:Whilst there is a lack of brownfield sites in Garboldisham, site LP[031]002 is located on
partial brownfield/partial grade 4 agricultural land.

Preferred sites LP[031]004 and LP[031]005 are located on grade 4 agricultural land, which sees them have a
neutral outcome against SA objective 1. These preferred sites score well against the SA objectives.

Several sites perform poorly when considering the impact on the historic environment. This could be managed
through the planning process; however the preferred sites score positively in this respect.

Table 3.8 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in Garboldisham

Great Ellingham

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

ooo++++o+o+oo+–o–––LP[037]001

ooo++++o+o+oo+–o–––LP[037]002
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SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

ooo++++ooo+oo+–o–––LP[037]003

+oo++++ooo+oo+–o–––LP[037]004

+oo++++ooo+oo+–o–––LP[037]014

ooo++++ooo+oo+–o–––LP[037]005

ooo++++ooo+oo+–o–––LP[037]006

ooo+++-o-oooo+oo---LP[037]007

ooo+++oooo+–o+oo–––LP[037]008

ooo++++ooo+oo+–o–––LP[037]010

ooo++++ooo+oo+–o–––LP[037]009

ooo++++ooo+oo+–o––oLP[037]011

ooo++++ooo+oo+–o–––LP[037]012

ooo+––oo–o+ooo–o–––LP[037]013

ooo++++o+o+oo+oo--+LP[037]014

ooo++++ooo+oo+–o–––LP[037]015

ooo++++ooo+oo+–o–––LP[037]016

ooo++++ooo+oo+–o–––LP[037]017

ooo++++ooo+oo+–o–––LP[037]018

+oo++++ooo+oo+–o–––LP[037]019

ooo++++ooo+oo+–o–––LP[037]020

ooo++++o+++oo+–o–––LP[037]021

Summary comments: All but two sites in Great Ellingham are located on Greenfield land and this reflects in
the SA assessment against SA objectives 1, 2 and 3. All sites perform similarly, performing well in respect of
impact on landscape character. There are some small variances regarding impact on health and access to
services, for example. In this respect, site LP[037]013 performs worse than other sites. This is not a preferred
or alternative site.

The preferred Sites LP[037]004, LP[037]015 and LP[037]019 and Alternative Sites LP[037]016 and LP[037]020
score positively against the SA objectives.
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Table 3.9 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in Great Ellingham

Harling

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

+oo++++ooo+oo++ooo–LP[042]001

+oo++++ooo+oo++o––oLP[042]002

+oo++++ooo+oo++o++–LP[042]003

+oo++++ooo+oo+oo––oLP[042]004

+oo++++ooo+oo––o––oLP[042]005

+oo++++ooo+oo+–o––oLP[042]006

+oo++++ooo+oo+oo––oLP[042]007

+oo++++ooo+oo++o–––LP[042]008

+oo++++ooo–oo++o––+LP[042]009

+oo++++ooo+oo++o–––LP[042]010

+oo++++oo–+oo++o–––LP[042]011

+oo++++ooo+oo++o–––LP[042]014

+oo++++ooo+oo–+o–––LP[042]015

+oo++++ooo+oo++ooo–LP[042]016

Summary comments: All sites in Harling offer the opportunity to improve the local economy and none would
have a negative impact on open space provision. There are some differences across the environmental SA
objectives, with several sites seeing some predicted negative impacts.

The preferred site LP[042]001 performs well against the SA objectives, particularly against SA objectives 2 and
3.

Alternative Site LP[042]008 performs similarly well against the SA objectives, but is situated within a zone 2
groundwater source protection zone, meaning that the site scores less favourably regarding criteria 2 and 3.

Table 3.10 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in Harling
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Hockering

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

+oo++++oo–+oo++o++oLP[044]001

+oo++++ooo+oo++o++oLP[044]002

+oo++++ooo+oo++o++–LP[044]003

+oo++++ooo+oo++o++–LP[044]004A

+oo++++ooo+oo++o++–LP[044]004B

Summary comments: All sites score fairly similarly. Site LP[044]001 sees a negative impact regarding the
historic environment following concerns raised by Historic England around the impact on significance of the
listed buildings.

Preferred Site LP[044]004B and Alternative Site LP[044]004A both score positively overall against the SA
framework, particularly criteria regarding Climate Change and Air Pollution, Population and Human Health and
Inclusive Communities.

Table 3.11 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in Hockering

Kenninghall

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

+o+++++ooo+oo++o––oLP[051]001

+o+++++ooo+oo++o–––LP[051]003

+o+++++ooo+oo++o–––LP[051]004

+o+++++ooo+oo++o–––LP[051]005

+o+++––oo+–o+o–o–––LP[051]006

+o+++++o++–o+ooo––oLP[051]007

+o+++++o+o–o+o+o––oLP[051]008

+o+++++o++–o+++o––oLP[051]009

+o+++++o++–o+++o––oLP[051]010
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SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

Summary comments: Several of the sites are located in areas of sensitive landscape and perform poorly in
this regard (SA objective 9). Conversely, the remaining sites have been recognised as the potential to have a
negative impact on climate change. On balance, the sites score similarly, apart from site LP[051]006, which has
more negative SA outcomes than the other sites. Site LP[051]006 has not been identified as a preferred or
alternative site.

The preferred sites LP[051]003 and LP[051]008 score positively in regards to the SA objectives. Particularly in
regards to Climate Change and Air Pollution, Inclusive Communities and Economic Activity.

The Alternative sites LP[051]004, LP[051]005 and LP[051]010 also score positively against the SA Objectives;
however may potentially have more impact upon the historic environment.

Table 3.12 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in Kenninghall

Litcham

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

+o+++++ooo+oo+–o++–LP[054]001

+o+++++oooooo+–o++–LP[054]002

+o+++++ooo+oo+–o++–LP[054]004

+oo+++–o+o–oo++o++–LP[054]005A

+oo+++–o+o–oo++o++–LP[054]005B

Summary comments: The sites score similarly. Preferred site LP[054]005B and Alternative site LP[054]005A
are the only site to score negatively against SA objective 9 regarding impact on landscape and SA objective 13
regarding impact on open space. This would have to be managed through the planning process, should the site
come forward. However, only sites LP[054]005A and B score positively against SA objective 5, in that the sites
are well located for access to facilities and services, reducing the need to travel by motorised transport.

Table 3.13 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in Litcham
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Mattishall

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

+o+++++ooo–oo+–o–––LP[061]001

+o+++++oooooo+–o–––LP[061]002

+o+++++oooooo+–o–––LP[061]003

+o+++++o–o–oo+–o–––LP[061]004

+o+++++o–o–oo+–o–––LP[061]006

+o+++++o–oooo+–o––oLP[061]007

+o+++++o–o–oo+–o–––LP[061]008

+o+++++o–o–oo+–o–––LP[061]009

+o+++++oooooo++o–––LP[061]010

+o+++++ooo+oo+–o–––LP[061]011

+o+++++ooo–oo+oo–––LP[061]012

+o+++++ooo+oo+oo–––LP[061]013

+o+++++ooo–oo+–o–––LP[061]014

+o+++++oooooo++o––oLP[061]015

+o+++++oooooo+oo––oLP[061]016

+o+++++oooooo+–o–––LP[061]017

+o+++++ooo+oo+–o–––LP[061]018

+o+++++ooo-oo+–o–––LP[061]019

+o+++++ooo–oo+–o–––LP[061]020

+o+++++ooo–o+o+o–––LP[061]021

+o++++oo++–o++oo–––LP[061]022

+o+++++o+o–o++oo–––LP[061]023

+o++++oo–o+o+o–o–––LP[061]024

+o++++oo++–o++oo–––LP[061]025
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SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

+o+++++o++–o++oo–––LP[061]026

Summary comments: Sites in Mattishall score well against social and economic SA objectives. Outcomes are
more mixed with regards to the environmental SA objectives. Three sites are not on high quality Greenfield land
and score neutral for SA objective 1; site LP[061]015 is located on brownfield land and is a preferred site. Many
sites do not perform well against SA objective 5 regarding climate change due to their distances away from
community facilities and services. Of those that do perform well in this SA objective, these include the three
preferred sites.

Preferred Sites LP[061]019 and LP[061]016 and Alternative Sites LP[061]022 and LP[061]025 score well against
the SA objectives, particularly criteria regarding Inclusive Communities and Economic Activity. However, sites
LP[061]019, 022 and 025 are situated upon greenfield land in an area of moderate/high landscape sensitivity,
the impacts of which would have to be mitigated against during the design phase of development.

Table 3.14 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in Mattishall

Narborough

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

+oo++++ooo+oo––o–––LP[065]001

+oo++++ooo+oo+–o++–LP[065]002

+oo++++oooooo+oo++–LP[065]003

+oo++++ooo+oo+–o++oLP[065]004

+oo++++ooo+oo+oo++–LP[065]005

+oo++++ooo+oo+–o++–LP[065]006

+oo++++ooo+oo+–o+++LP[065]007

+oo++++ooo+oo+–o++–LP[065]008

+oo++++ooo+oo+–o++–LP[065]009

+oo++++ooo+oo––o++–LP[065]010
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SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

Summary comments: Sites in Narborough all perform well against social and economic SA objectives. There
are some negative outcomes against environmental SA objectives, mostly those associated with development
on Greenfield land and impact on climate change and air pollution. There are limited differences between the
sustainability appraisal scores for the majority of Site LP[065]001 in particular struggles with several environmental
SA objectives.

Preferred site LP[065]008 performs similarly to the others, scoring positively against criteria regarding Inclusive
Communities, Population and Human Health and Economic Activity.

Table 3.15 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in Narborough

Necton

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

+oo++++oooooo+–o–––LP[067]001

+oo++++oooooo++o––oLP[067]002

+oo++++oooooo+oo–––LP[067]003

+oo++++ooo+oo–+o–––LP[067]004

+oo++++oooooo++o–––LP[067]005

+oo++++oooooo++o–––LP[067]005A

+oo++++ooo+oo–+o–––LP[067]007

ooo++++oo+–o+–oo–––LP[067]008

ooo++++oo++o+–oo––oLP[067]010

ooo++++o++–o+–+o–––LP[067]011

ooo++++oo+–o+–oo–––LP[067]012

ooo+++–oo+–o+–oo–––LP[067]013
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SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

Summary comments: The lack of brownfield land in Nectonmeans that nearly all sites do not perform positively
against the first three SA objectives. Some sites represent a flood risk, including preferred site LP[067]007; this
would have to be managed through the planning process.

Some sites also represent a potential threat to landscape and townscape character. None of these are preferred
or alternative sites.

Preferred Sites LP[067]007, LP[067]010 and LP[067]011 all score positively against a number of key objectives,
such as Population and Human Health and Inclusive Communities. The Alternative Sites LP[067]003, LP[067]004,
LP[067]005 and LP[067]005A score similarly against the SA objectives.

Table 3.16 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in Necton

North Elmham

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

+o+++++oooooo–oo++–LP[070]001

+o+++++ooo+oo+–o++–LP[070]002

+o+++++ooo+oo+oo++–LP[070]003

+o+++++ooo+ooo–o+++LP[070]006

+oo++++oo–+oo+oo++–LP[070]007

+oo++++oo–+oo+oo++–LP[070]008

+oo++++oo++oo+oo++oLP[070]009

+oo++++oo++oo+oo++oLP[070]010

+oo++++oo++ooooo++oLP[070]011

+oo++++oo++ooooo++oLP[070]012

Summary comments: Outcomes for sites in North Elmham tend to be positive or neutral. There are a small
number of negative outcomes. Site LP[070]001 is the only site with potential flood risk implications.Alternative
site LP[070]007 and preferred site LP[070]008 potentially represent a threat to the historic environment so score
negatively against SA objective 10.
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SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

Preferred Sites LP[070]001 and LP[070]008 and Alternative Site LP[070]007 score positively against the SA
framework regarding criteria around LandWater and Soil Resources, Population and Human health and Inclusive
Communities.

Table 3.17 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in North Elmham

Old Buckenham

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

+oo++++ooo+oo+–o++–LP[074]001

+oo++++ooo+oo+–o–––LP[074]002

+oo++++ooo+oo––o–––LP[074]003

+oo++++ooo+oo+–o–––LP[074]004

+oo++++ooo+oo+–o–––LP[074]005

+oo++++oooooo+oo++–LP[074]006

+oo++++ooo+oo–oo++–LP[074]007

+oo++++oooooo+oo–––LP[074]008

+oo++++oooooo+oo++–LP[074]009

+oo++++oooooo+oo++–LP[074]010

+oo++++oooooo+oo++–LP[074]011

+oo++++oooooo+oo++–LP[074]012

+oo++++ooo+oo–oo++–LP[074]013

+oo++++ooo+oo+–o---LP[074]014
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SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

Summary comments: All sites in Old Buckenham are Greenfield and so do not perform well against SA objective
1. Otherwise most sites tend to perform well on balance. There are some variances across some environmental
SA objectives. Sites LP[074]002, LP[074]003, LP[074]004 and LP[074]005 perform particularly poorly in this
respect.

Preferred Sites LP[074]006 and LP[074]014 score positively against the SA objectives, particularly against
objectives related to Climate Change and Air Pollution and Population and Human Health. LP[074]014 scores
negatively on criteria 2 and 3 due to being situated within a Zone 3 groundwater source protection zone.

Table 3.18 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in Old Buckenham

Shipdham

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

+oo++++o+oooo++o–––LP[085]001

+oo++++o+oooo+–o–––LP[085]002

+oo++++o+o–oo––o++–LP[085]003

+oo++++oooooo+–o–––LP[085]004

+oo++++oooooo+–o++–LP[085]005

+oo++++o+oooo++o–––LP[085]006

+oo++++o+oooo+–o–––LP[085]007

+oo++++ooo–oo+–o–––LP[085]008

+oo++++o+o+oo+oo++–LP[085]009

+oo++++o+oooo++o–––LP[085]010

+oo++++o+o+oo++o–––LP[085]011

Summary comments: Many of the sites in Shipdam score negatively against the first three SA objectives and
SA objective 5 regarding climate change and air pollution.
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SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

Preferred site LP[085]006 and alternative site LP[085]009 avoid doing so with regards to the latter. All sites
perform well against the social and economic SA objectives.

Table 3.19 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in Shipdham

Sporle

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

ooo++++o+o–oo+–o++–LP[092]001

ooo++++o+o–oo+–o++–LP[092]002

+oo+–o–o–++oo+–o–––LP[092]003

+oo+–++o+o+oo++o++oLP[092]004

+oo+–o+oo++oo+oo––oLP[092]005

+oo+–o+oo++oo+oo––oLP[092]006

+oo+–o+oo++ooooo–––LP[092]007

+oo+–o–oo++oo+oo––oLP[092]008

Summary comments: Sites in Sporle are varied in their SA outcomes. Economic SA objectives have consistent
outcomes across the sites. Otherwise there are differences. Sites LP[092]001 and LP[092]002 perform best
against the social SA objectives.

Alternative site LP[092]004 performs best against the environmental SA objectives; however, Preferred Site
LP[092]005 also performs well against the SA objectives.

Table 3.20 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in Sporle
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Swanton Morley

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

+oo+++oo+o+oo+–o++–LP[098]001

+oo+++oo+oooo++o++–LP[098]002

+oo+++oo+oooo+oo++–LP[098]003

+oo+++oo+oooo++o++–LP[098]004

+oo+++oo+o+oo++o++–LP[098]005

+oo+++oo+o–ooo–o++–LP[098]006

+oo+++oo+o+oo+–o++–LP[098]007

+oo+++oo+o+oo++o++–LP[098]009

+oo+++oo+o+oo+oo++–LP[098]010

+oo+++–o+oooo+oo++–LP[098]011

+oo+++oo+o+oo+oo++–LP[098]012

+oo+++oo+o+oo+–o++–LP[098]013

+oo+++oo+o+oo+oo++–LP[098]014

+oo+++oo+o+oo+oo++–LP[098]016

Summary comments: On balance, all sites in Swanton Morley perform well. All sites do receive a negative
score for SA objective 1 due to being located on Greenfield land. Otherwise there is only a small number of
negative outcomes; these can mostly be found under SA objective 5 regarding climate change and tends to be
associated to sites that are not located sufficiently close to facilities and services.

The Preferred site scores well against the SA objectives, especially in regards to Social and Economic objectives.
The Alternative Sites LP[098]002, LP[098]003, LP[098]014 and LP[098]016 also score well against the SA
objectives.

Table 3.21 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in Swanton Morley
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Yaxham

SA ObjectivesSite

Reference 19181716151413121110987654321

+oo++++ooo+oo+–o++–LP[113]001

+oo++++ooo+oo+–o++–LP[113]002

+oo++++ooo+oo+–o++–LP[113]003

+oo++++ooo+oo+–o++–LP[113]004

+oo++++oo–+oo+–o++–LP[113]005

+oo++++oo++oo+–o++–LP[113]006

+oo++++oo++oo+–o++–LP[113]007
A & B

+oo++++oo++oo+–o++–LP[113]008

+oo++++oo++oo+–o++–LP[113]009

Summary comments: Sites in Yaxham score similarly to one another. All sites are Greenfield so receive a
negative outcome for SA objective 1. All sites perform positively for SA objectives relating to groundwater and
flood risk. All sites see a negative outcome relating to climate change (SA objective 5); this is due to sites not
being sufficiently close to one or more services or facilities. The only other negative outcome relates to the
potential impact site LP[113]005 could have on the historic environment.

The Preferred Site LP[113]007 scores positively against the SA objectives, particularly in regards to Land, Water
and Soil Resources, Inclusive Communities and Population and Human Health. Alternative Site LP[113]005
also scores well against the SA Objectives.

Table 3.22 Sustainability Appraisal of Sites in Yaxham
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4 Settlement Boundaries
4.1 The Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) states ‘a thriving rural community in a living, working countryside
depends, in part, on retaining local services and community facilities such as schools, local shops, cultural venues,
public houses and places of worship. Rural housing is essential to ensure viable use of these local facilities.’

4.2 It is now proposed that the approach to development in the rural areas, as initially proposed in PD05 in the
Preferred Directions consultation, is split into two separate policies to make a clearer distinction between availability
of services / facilities and housing development – with a more permissive approach in areas with 3 or more of the
following services and facilities:

Public Transport – An assessment of the level of public transport access within the village. This has included
looking at the frequency of services and whether you can reach a higher order settlement for normal working
hours.

Community Facility - This can include a number of different facilities such as a village hall, public house,
restaurant or café.

Employment – The assessment has looked at the level of employment available within the village. This has
included whether there is a business park and also the size of the businesses within the settlement.

Shop/Post Office

School

4.3 The assessment, with the findings contained in Appendix C, has had regard to the distance of services and
facilities from the designated settlement boundary/village core – and should only be considered to be available
where they are within a recognised acceptable walking distance - taken to be 800m.

4.4 This has led to a total of 16 settlements being identified as having 3/4 of the services / facilities listed.

Beeston, Beetley, Carbrooke, Caston, Gressenhall, Griston, Hockham, Lyng, Mundford, North Lopham,
Rocklands, Saham Toney, Thompson, Weasenham, Shropham, Quidenham

4.5 As locations with a greater level of services / facilities compared to other rural areas, these areas will see a
higher level of development when compared to other rural areas over the plan period. It is also proposed that they
retain a settlement boundary and the provision of PD05A apply.

4.6 For those areas with 2 or fewer of the services / facilities, it is proposed that the settlement boundaries are
now to be removed on the basis that they don’t have the necessary level of service provision. However development
will be carefully managed in line with PD05B, in a manner which is more restrictive than for those named settlements
with boundaries.

4.7 The following settlements are proposed to have their boundary deleted in line with the services audit and
the provisions of PD05 B:

Besthorpe, Bintree, Bradenham, Brisley, Cockley Cley, Colkirk, Croxton, East Tuddenham, Foulden, Foxley,
Garvestone, Gooderstone, Great Dunham, Guist, Ickburgh, Little Cressingham, Longham, Mileham, New
Buckenham, North Pickenham, Scarning, Snetterton North End, Sparham, Stanfield, Stow Bedon, Tittleshall,
Whissonsett
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4.8 The subsequent SA consists appraisal the following against the SA framework:

4.9 Appraisal of revised PD05A / PDO5B

4.10 Appraisal of the proposed changed to settlement boundaries for settlements in line with revised
PD05A/B.

Compatibility with SA objectives

Conforms+

No relationship or significant impactO

Conflicts-

Effect of sustainability uncertain at this stage.?

LOCAL PLAN POLICY: Revised PD05A/B

Assessment of policy against
sustainability objective

++

0

- -

L

D

N

Sustainability Appraisal
Objective

Decision making
(Appraisal) questions

SEA/SA

Topic

P

T

ST

MT

LT

Policy seeks to ensure a balanced
approach to development in rural
areas, with development levels

-D1. Minimise the irreversible
loss of undeveloped land
and productive agricultural

Land, water

and Soil PST-LT
minimised to 5% of the overallholdings and encourage the

Resources housing target over the plan
period, minimising the impact on

recycling/reuse of onsite
resources to minimise the

this objective through focussing
development on the larger areas
where their is availability of PDL.

impacts on the environment
and safeguard resources for
the future generations.

Policy seeks to ensure a balanced
approach to development in rural
areas, with development levels

0/-N2. Limit water consumption
to the capacity of natural
processes and storage PST-LT

minimised to 5% of the overallsystems and maintain and
enhance water quality. housing target over the plan

period, with development focused
on the larger settlements with
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LOCAL PLAN POLICY: Revised PD05A/B

Assessment of policy against
sustainability objective

++

0

- -

L

D

N

Sustainability Appraisal
Objective

Decision making
(Appraisal) questions

SEA/SA

Topic

P

T

ST

MT

LT

greater level of existing
infrastructure and to allow for more
targetted improvements. Local
Plan will be supported by an IDP

Policy seeks to ensure a balanced
approach to development in rural

0N3. Ensure the sustainable
reuse of water to

PST-LT areas, with development levelsaccommodate additional
minimised to 5% of the overallgrowth and development
housing target over the planwith minimal impacts on

water quality. period, with development focused
on the larger settlements with
greater level of existing
infrastructure and to allow for more
targetted improvements. Local
Plan will be supported by an IDP

Policy seeks to ensure a balanced
approach to development in rural

0N4. Minimise the production
of waste and support the
recycling of waste.

Climate

change and PST-LT areas, with development levels
minimised to 5% of the overall

air pollution housing target over the plan
period, with development focused
on the larger settlements with
greater level of existing
infrastructure and to allow for more
targetted improvements. Local
Plan will be supported by an IDP

Policy seeks to ensure a balanced
approach to development in rural

0N5. Reduce contributions to
climate change and
localised air pollution. PST-LT areas, with development levels

minimised to 5% of the overall
housing target over the plan
period, with development focused
on the larger settlements with
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LOCAL PLAN POLICY: Revised PD05A/B

Assessment of policy against
sustainability objective

++

0

- -

L

D

N

Sustainability Appraisal
Objective

Decision making
(Appraisal) questions

SEA/SA

Topic

P

T

ST

MT

LT

greater level of existing
infrastructure and to allow for more
targetted improvements. Local
Plan will be supported by an IDP.
The two tier approach should have
a beneficial effect by focusing
development in the rural areas to
those areas with more services /
facilities

Policy includes reference to
environmental constraints.

0N6. To adapt to climate
change and avoid, reduce
and manage flood risk. PST-LT

Policy includes reference to
environmental constraints.

0D7. Protect, conserve,
enhance and expand

Biodiversity

PST-LTbiodiversity and promote
and conserve geodiversity.

Policy includes reference to
environmental constraints.

0D8. Protect, enhance and
increase Green
Infrastructure in the District. PST-LT

Policy includes reference to
environmental constraints.

0D9. Maintain, enhance and
preserve the

Cultural

heritage and PST-LTdistinctiveness, diversity
and quality of landscape
and townscape character.landscape

Policy includes reference to
environmental constraints.

0D10. Conserve and where
appropriate enhance the
historic environment. PST-LT

It is the specific locations of
development that will determine

N/aN/a11. Improve the health and
well being of the population.

Population

and human N/aN/a this rather than the tier of
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LOCAL PLAN POLICY: Revised PD05A/B

Assessment of policy against
sustainability objective

++

0

- -

L

D

N

Sustainability Appraisal
Objective

Decision making
(Appraisal) questions

SEA/SA

Topic

P

T

ST

MT

LT

settlement where development is
proposed.

health

It is the specific development of
well lit areas etc that reduces
crime.

N/aN/a12. Reduce and prevent
crime

N/aN/a

N/AN/aN/a13. Improve the quality and
quantity of publicly
accessible open space. N/aN/a

The policy takes into account the
availability of services and facilities

+L14. Improve the quality,
range and accessibility of

Inclusive

communities PMT in deciding on the level of
development in rural areas/

essential services and
facilities.

N/AN/aN/a15. Redress inequalities
related to age, gender,

N/aN/adisability, race, faith,
location and income.

This policy allows for housing
within the rural area in a controlled
manner.

++L16. Ensure all groups have
access to affordable, decent
and appropriate housing
that meets their needs.

PST-LT

N/AN/aN/a17. Increase the vitality and
viability of existing town
centres.

Economic

Activity N/aN/a

N/aN/aN/a18. Help people gain access
to satisfying work

N/aN/aappropriate to their skills,
potential and place of
residence.
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LOCAL PLAN POLICY: Revised PD05A/B

Assessment of policy against
sustainability objective

++

0

- -

L

D

N

Sustainability Appraisal
Objective

Decision making
(Appraisal) questions

SEA/SA

Topic

P

T

ST

MT

LT

The approach to development in
the rural areas seeks to allow for

+L19. Improve the efficiency,
competitiveness and

PST-LT small amounts of developmentadaptability of the local
economy. which should support the local

economy.

Table 4.1

4.11 The following text considers the specific implications of the application of revised PD05A/B to those
settlements identified for either the retention (and potential revisions) of their settlement boundary and those
proposed for deletion.

Beeston

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

++OO?+OOO++++++OOO+PO:

++O+O+OOOO-OO+OOOOOAO:

Additional Comments: Beeston contains a number of services and facilities including a primary school and
public house. There are also employment sites to the south of the village at both Paynes business park and along
Herne Lane. The settlement boundary was last reviewed in 2012 when a number of amendments were made
to it. This included an extension of the settlement boundary to the rear of Beeston village stores. The boundary
remains logical and in line with the criteria of PD05A Rural Areas. The alternative option is to amend the settlement
boundary.

Table 4.2 Beeston Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Beetley

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

++OO?+OOO++++++OOO+PO:

++O+O+OOOO-OO+OOOOOAO:
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Additional Comments: Beetley contains a number of services and facilities including a primary school, public
house, employment opportunities and public transport. The village does not have a shop or post office which
would be required for the designation of a Local Service centre. The preferred option is to retain the existing
settlement boundary without amendment. The boundary remains logical and in line with the criteria of PD05A
Rural Areas. The alternative option is to amend the settlement boundary.

Table 4.3 Beetley Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Besthorpe

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

++OO?OOOO+++++OOOO+PO:

++OO?-OO-+++++OOOO+AO:

Additional Comments: Besthorpe village settlement boundary directly adjoins the village of Morley St Peter,
which falls within South Norfolk Council's area. Within the village there are two employment areas, Besthorpe
Trading Estate and Rookery Business Park. Neither of these are designated as a GEA however, they do provide
employment opportunities and this is reflected in the above assessment. Shops comprise of Besthorpe Plant
Centre and Farmshop, which is distant from the settlement boundary and so does not satisfy criteria for a
convenience store within a short walking distance within the village. There are no community facilities. The
preferred option is to delete the settlement boundary. The removal of the boundary would mean that any planning
applications would be determined against the criteria based policy. This would allow to guide development to
more sustainable locations. The alternative approach would be to retain the existing settlement boundaries; this
approach is not preferred. This alternative scores similarly to the preferred option but poorly when considering
community services and facilities.

Table 4.4 Besthorpe Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Bintree

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOO+OOOOOPO:

OOO-?OOO-OOOO+OOOOOAO:

Additional Comments: Bintree is located to the north-east of Breckland, with access from the A1067 Norwich
to Fakenham Road. The village contains limited services and facilities, including the Royal Oak public house
and Algys Farm Shop, but it does not have the required number of services to justify a settlement boundary.
There are a number of areas of protected open space within the village. There is no identified employment in
the parish, however, there is a frequent bus service X29 Norwich to Fakenham. The preferred approach is to
delete the settlement boundary. The removal of the boundary would mean that any planning applications would
be determined against the criteria based policy. This would allow to guide development to more sustainable
locations. The alternative approach would be to retain the existing settlement boundaries; this approach is not
preferred. This alternative scores similarly to the preferred option but poorly when considering community services
and facilities.

Table 4.5 Bintree Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal
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Bradenham

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

++OO?++OO++++-OOOO+PO:

++OO?-+OO++++-OOOO+AO:

Additional Comments: Bradenham village contains three individual settlement boundaries that are focused
around groupings of dwellings. The village contains a public house, the Lord Nelson but limited other community
facilities to support the retention of a settlement boundary in accordance with the rural areas policy. In addition
to this, George Tufts building supplies is centrally located within the village. The northern part of the village is
susceptible to flood risk and this could represent a negative sustainability impact if not managed correctly. The
preferred approach is to delete the settlement boundaries. The alternative option is to retain the existing settlement
boundaries. This alternative approach is not considered as favourably as it is not in accordance with the criteria
set out in PD05A Rural Areas.

Table 4.6 Bradenham Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Brisley

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOOOOOOOOPO:

-O--?--O-OOOOO-OOOOAO:

Additional Comments: Brisley is located to the north of Breckland. The settlement boundary was last reviewed
in 2012 and one of the settlement boundaries (around St Bartholemew's Church) was removed. The village
contains a primary school and a public house (The Brisley Bell). The primary school is located within the settlement
boundary, whilst the public house is located on the green, which is located approximately 1km from the southern
part of the settlement boundary. The existing settlement boundary is tightly drawn around properties on School
Road. The alternative approach is to retain this existing settlement boundary. Within the settlement boundary
there are no opportunities for further development, without harm to the form and character of the village and
this is recognised in the assessment above. Whilst the settlement does contain some services and facilities the
preferred option is to remove the settlement boundary. This would mean that any applications would be determined
having regard to the criteria based approach set out within PD05B Rural Areas and other policies within the
emerging Plan, allowing for greater opportunity to guide development to more sustainable locations.

Table 4.7 Brisley Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Carbrooke

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

+++O?++O+++OO-OOOO+PO:

+++O?++O+++OO-OOOO+AO:

Additional Comments:Carbrooke parish contains two settlement boundaries within themain village of Carbrooke.
Within Carbrooke village there is a primary school which is centrally located, however there are no other services
and facilities. Carbrooke village is located approximately 1.5km from the edge of theWatton settlement boundary,
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where there are several other services and facilities. The settlement boundary remains relatively logical and
follows natural features on the ground. The preferred approach is to retain the existing settlement boundary with
amendments along Mill Lane to include properties known as “Toad Hall” and “The Bungalow”, reflecting planning
approvals in accordance with the criteria in PD05 Rural Areas. The preferred approach has positive and neutral
predicted impacts, with one negative outcome relating to flood risk. Development within the settlement boundary
would have to carefully consider this risk to avoid negative impacts. The alternative option is to retain the existing
settlement boundary without amendments. The small difference between the preferred and alternative boundary
sees no significant difference in sustainability impacts. However, the alternative approach is not considered as
favourably as it is not in accordance with the criteria set out in PD05A Rural Areas.

Table 4.8 Carbrooke Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Caston

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

O+OO?+OOO++OO-OOOO+PO:

O+OO?+OOO++OO-OOOO+AO:

Additional Comments:Caston village has two settlement boundaries which are located around The Street and
The Green. The village has some service provision with a school, community facility and public house. The
village lacks a shop or post office or employment opportunities. The village is designated as a conservation area
and contains several heritage assets. A settlement boundary allows for the continued protection of these assets
and their settings. The assessment above has one negative outcome relating to flood risk. Development within
the settlement boundary would have to carefully consider this risk to avoid negative impacts. Due to the level
of service provision within Caston, it is recommended that a settlement boundary should be retained within the
village. However due to recent planning approvals, it is recommended that the boundary should be extended
to the north east, west, and south east. The alternative option is to retain the existing settlement boundary without
amendment. The small difference between the preferred and alternative boundary sees no significant difference
in sustainability impacts. However, the alternative approach is not considered as favourably as it is not in
accordance with the criteria set out in PD05A Rural Areas.

Table 4.9 Caston Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Cockley Cley

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOOOOOOOOPO:

OOOO?-OO-OO----OOOOAO:

Additional Comments: Cockley Cley has limited services and facilities within the village, with only a public
house. It is however within a reasonable distance to Swaffham. The village lies completely within the 1,500m
SPA buffer zone of land that is supporting or capable of supporting Stone Curlew. Further residential development
is not supported unless it is screened by existing development from the SPA. Land to the north of the village is
also designated as a Special Protection Area for the preservation of Woodlark and Nightjar. To the south of the
village is an area of flood risk. The existing settlement boundary is tightly drawn and there are limited opportunities
for further development inside the boundary, which would not impact upon the form and character of the village.
Due to the environmental constraints within the village and the limited opportunities for further growth within the
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existing settlement boundary, the preferred option is for the boundary to be deleted. This would allow for
development to be guided towards more sustainable locations. The alternative option is to retain the existing
settlement boundary without amendments. This option, for the reasons outlined above, is not a reasonable
alternative.

Table 4.10 Cockley Cley Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Colkirk

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOOO+OOOOPO:

OOOO?-OOOOOOOOOOOOOAO:

Additional Comments: Colkirk village is reasonably close to Fakenham. The existing settlement boundary in
Colkirk is logical and follows defensible boundaries. The village however only contains limited services and
facilities in the form of the primary school and the public house. The preferred approach is therefore to delete
the settlement boundary. This will allow for development to be guided to more sustainable locations. The
alternative option is to retain the existing settlement boundary without amendment. However, this approach is
considered to be less sustainable as the village does not contain sufficient services and facilities to support
growth and contribute to a sustainable community.

Table 4.11 Colkirk Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Croxton

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOO+OOOOOPO:

O-OO?-OOOOOOO+OOOOOAO:

Additional Comments: Croxton village lies approximately 3 miles to the north of Thetford. The village has a
shop and a village hall, however it is lacking in other services and facilities to support further development. The
preferred approach to the Croxton settlement boundary is to delete the existing boundary. The alternative option
would be to retain the settlement boundary. This approach does not score as positively against the sustainability
appraisal objectives as the deletion of the settlement boundary, as the current level of services and facilities are
not considered sufficient to support a sustainable growth in this village.

Table 4.12 Croxton Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

East Tuddenham

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?O+OOOOOOO+OOOOPO:

OOOO?-+OOOOOO+OOOOOAO:

Additional Comments: East Tuddenham village has good public transport access, being located close to the
A47, and there is also a village hall incorporating a social club. There are no other services or facilities within
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the village. The alternative option is to retain the settlement boundary without amendment. This is not the
preferred approach due to the limited services and facilities within the village. Without the boundary it is considered
that any proposed development that would come forward would in the main be neutral in impact through the
application of PD05B Rural Areas and other policies within the emerging Plan.

Table 4.13 East Tuddenham Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Foulden

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOOO+OOOOPO:

O--O?-+OOOOOO-OOOOOAO:

Additional Comments: Foulden village is entirely contained within 1,500m buffer zone of the SPA for land that
is supporting or capable of supporting Stone Curlew. The village contains limited services and facilities, however
this does include a public house. Foulden is not particularly close to a larger settlement or town centre, so is
not able to support town centres and employment opportunities. The preferred option is to delete the settlement
boundary; this would help to direct development to more sustainable locations. The alternative would be retain
the boundary, but this gives rise to several negative sustainability impacts and is not in conformity with PD05B
Rural Areas.

Table 4.14 Foulden Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Foxley

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOO+?OOOOOOOOOOOOOOPO:

OOOO?-OO-OOOO+OOOO-AO:

Additional Comments: Foxley village is located on either side of the A1067, the main Fakenham to Norwich
Road and has two settlement boundaries. Due to the village's location it has a good public transport network,
however it is lacking in other services and facilities. The village is located to the north of Bawdeswell, which is
proposed as a Local Service Centre. The existing settlement boundaries are tightly drawn around the settlement
and there are no further opportunities for development within the existing settlement limit. Further to this, there
are limited services available within the village that would support development. The preferred approach is to
remove the settlement boundary. This will mean that any application would need to be determined in accordance
with the criteria based approach set out in PD05B Rural Areas. The alternative option would be to retain the
existing settlement boundary with amendments. The existing boundary does not follow logical features on the
ground, and any amendments would draw the boundary to follow natural features. Due to the lack of facilities
available within the village, it would not be supported to expand the settlement boundary. This alternative is
therefore not considered reasonable.

Table 4.15 Foxley Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Garvestone

19181716151413121110987654321Objective
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OOOO?OOOOOOOOO+OOOOPO:

OOOO?-OO-OOOOOOOOOOAO:

Additional Comments: Garvestone contains three individual settlement boundaries located along Dereham
Road and Town Lane. The village contains a primary school and an active village hall but no other services or
facilities. This is not considered an acceptable level of service provision to retain the existing settlement boundary,
and so the preferred option is to delete this boundary. The preferred option performs well against the sustainability
objectives. The alternative option is to retain the existing settlement boundary. The small difference between
the preferred and alternative boundary sees no significant difference in sustainability impacts. However, the
alternative approach is not considered as favourably as it is not in accordance with the criteria set out in PD05B
Rural Areas.

Table 4.16 Garvestone Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Gooderstone

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOOO+OOOOPO:

OO-O?-OOOOOO--OOOOOAO:

Additional Comments: Gooderstone village contains a primary school and The Swan Public House; these are
considered key local services but there are no other services and facilities. The village lies entirely within the
1,500m buffer zone from the SPA for land supporting or capable of supporting Stone Curlews. The assessment
above recognises the potential negative impact of the large areas of flood risk located to the north of the village
following the path of the River Gadder; development within the settlement has the potential for negative effect
if not well managed. For these reasons the preferred option is to delete the settlement boundary. The alternative
option is to retain the existing settlement boundary. This alternative approach is not considered as favourably
in the SA assessment and it is not in accordance with the criteria set out in PD05B Rural Areas.

Table 4.17 Gooderstone Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Great Dunham

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOOO+OOOOPO:

OOOO?-OOOOOOOOOOOOOAO:

Additional Comments:Great Dunham village contains a primary school and a village hall, but there are limited
other services and facilities, which is not sufficient to support growth in the village. The preferred option is to
delete the settlement boundary. Without the boundary it is considered that any proposed development that would
come forward would in the main be neutral in impact through the application of PD05B Rural Areas and other
policies within the emerging Plan. The alternative option is to retain the settlement boundary.

Table 4.18 Great Dunham Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal
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Gressenhall

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

+O+O?++O+++++-+OOO+PO:

+O+O?++O+++++-+OOO+AO:

Additional Comments: Gressenhall is one of the larger villages in Breckland. The village has a good range of
services and facilities, including a public house, shop and post office and employment opportunities. The village
does not however contain a primary school, which is located in the nearby village of Beetley. Due to the level
of services and facilities within the village, it is considered appropriate to retain a settlement boundary. The
preferred approach is to amend the existing boundary to ensure it reflects the existing development pattern, as
follows:

Extend the settlement boundary around "2 Chequers Drift" and properties "85-91 Bittering Street" to create
a logical defensible settlement boundary. At present it runs through "2 Chequers Drift" and does not follow
any natural boundary features.
Extend the settlement boundary to create a logical boundary around "Stable Conversion" and "Porch
Cottage" on Bittering Street.
Extend the settlement boundary around "Woodstock Rectory". The settlement boundary currently divides
the property; redrawing it would ensure it follows features on the ground.
Amend the settlement boundary to remove The Swan Inn Public House. The existing settlement boundary
does not follow existing features on the ground. Removal of the public house will help to ensure that
development does not occur in close proximity to it, which may undermine its value as a community asset.

The preferred option is considered to offer a sustainable approach, with potential positive and neutral impacts
assessed. The assessment above recognises the potential negative impact of the area of flood risk located
within the south of the village; development within the settlement has the potential for negative effect if not
managed well. The alternative approach is to retain the existing settlement boundary. The small difference
between the preferred and alternative boundary sees no significant difference in sustainability impacts. However,
the alternative approach is not considered as favourably as it is not in accordance with the criteria set out in
PD05B Rural Areas.

Table 4.19 Gressenhall Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Griston

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

+O+O?OOOO+++++OOOO+PO:

+O+O?OOOO+++++OOOO+AO:

Additional Comments: Griston village contains a public house (“The Waggon and Horses”) and employment
opportunities. It is fairly close to the larger settlement of Watton. The village is also home to HMP Wayland; this
is outside of the settlement boundary. Due to the level of services and facilities within the village it is proposed
to retain the settlement boundary with minor amendments. The proposed two amendments are extensions in
the south west and north east to create a logical boundary that follows features on the ground. The preferred
settlement boundary has envisaged positive and neutral sustainability impacts. The alternative option is to retain
the existing settlement boundary without modification. The small difference between the preferred and alternative
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boundary sees no significant difference in sustainability impacts. However, the alternative approach is not
considered as favourably as it is not in accordance with the criteria set out in PD05A Rural Areas.

Table 4.20 Griston Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Guist

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOOOOOOOOPO:

----?O+OO-----OOOOOAO:

Additional Comments: Guist has a distinctive vernacular with many of the properties within the ownership of
the Sennowe Estate. The centre of the village is covered by a conservation area. The village contains Guist
General Store, which includes a shop, post office and cafe. There are no other services and facilities within the
village and it is fairly isolated from any larger settlements. The River Wensum runs to the south of Guist which
is a designated Special Area of Conservation but also represents an area of flood risk. Guist has four defined
settlements of varying sizes. The settlement boundaries are relatively tightly drawn around existing dwellings,
with no space for additional dwellings without harm to the form and character of the area. Furthermore there
are limited services and facilities within the village to support development. The preferred approach is to delete
the boundaries from the settlements. The removal of the boundaries would mean that any planning applications
would be determined against the criteria based policy. This would allow to guide development to more sustainable
locations. The alternative approach would be to retain the existing settlement boundaries. For the reasons set
out above, this approach is not preferred. This alternative scores poorly against several sustainability objectives,
namely those connected with the presentation and enhancement of character and appearance, natural
environment constraints and the isolation from employment and educational opportunities.

Table 4.21 Guist Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Hockham

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

++OO?+OOO++++++OOO+PO:

++O+O+OOOO-OO+OOOOOAO:

Additional Comments:Hockham contains a number of services and facilities including a primary school, public
house and public transport. Whilst the boundary remains relatively logical However, any development associated
with an alternative boundary would be assessed using PD05A Rural Areas and other policies within the emerging
Plan, and it is considered reasonable therefore that any affects would in the main be neutral in impact. Overall
the preferred option is considered the most sustainable.

Table 4.22 Hockham Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Ickburgh

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOOOOOOOOPO:
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O-O-?-OOOO-----OOO-AO:

Additional Comments: Ickburgh village has a lack of services and facilities although it is quite close to the
larger settlement of Mundford with access via the A1065. Directly to the north of the settlement boundary is
Naturediet Pet Foods factory. There are a number of environmental designations that impact upon Ickburgh,
the most significant of which is the Breckland SPA located both to the north and south of the village. The
settlement boundary entirely falls within the 1,500m Stone Curlew buffer zone. Further residential development
would not be supported in this area unless it is screened from the SPA by other development. To the south of
the village there are large areas of flood risk associated with the River Wissey. The preferred approach is to
delete the settlement boundary. The settlement boundary is tightly drawn around the existing development with
little space for further development without harm to the form and character of the area and to comply with the
requirements of the SPA buffer zone. There is a lack of services and facilities within the village. Deleting the
boundary would allow to guide development to more sustainable locations, as reflected in the assessment above.
The alternative approach is to retain the existing boundary without modification. This approach is not preferred
due to the environmental constraints and lack of services and facilities.

Table 4.23 Ickburgh Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Little Cressingham

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOOOOOOOOPO:

O-O-?--O-O---O-OOO-AO:

Additional Comments: Little Cressingham is a small village located directly west of the larger settlement of
Watton. The village is located to the north of the Breckland SPA and is entirely located within the 1,500m buffer
zone for land supporting or capable of supporting Stone Curlews. There is a lack of services and and facilities
within the village. Little Cressingham's settlement boundary is one of the smallest in Breckland. It is tightly drawn
around existing development and does not allow any opportunity for expansion. This combined with the lack of
services and facilities and the 1,500m buffer zone, mean that new development inside the settlement boundary
is highly unlikely. It is therefore proposed to delete the settlement boundary. The alternative approach is to retain
the existing boundary without modification. This is not seen as reasonable for the reasons outlined above and
is reflected in the outcomes of the assessment. The removal of the settlement boundary would mean that planning
applications would be determined against a criteria based policy set out within PD05 Rural Areas. Deleting the
boundary would allow for development to be guided to more sustainable locations.

Table 4.24 Little Cressingham Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Longham

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOOO+OOOOPO:

O-OO?-OOOOOOOOOOOOOAO:

Additional Comments: Longham village's existing settlement boundary follows a logical pattern, with the
boundary following natural features on the ground. However, with only a village hall and The White Horse public
house, it is not considered that the facilities and services are adequate to meet the needs of the current population
along with any further population associated with some potential development. Therefore the preferred approach
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is to delete the boundary. Without the boundary it is considered that any proposed development that would come
forward would in the main be neutral in impact through the application of PD05 Rural Areas and other policies
within the emerging Plan. The alternative option is to retain the settlement boundary; this is not considered to
support a sustainable community.

Table 4.25 Longham Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Lyng

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

O++O?++OOOOOO-+OOO+PO:

O++O?++OOOOOO-+OOO+AO:

Additional Comments: Lyng is one of the larger villages within Breckland. The village has a school, shop and
community facility, however it is lacking in employment and public transport. Due to the good level of service
provision within Lyng it is considered to support a sustainable community and it is proposed to retain a settlement
boundary with amendments. The amendments are in the south east and south west, and will ensure that the
development incorporates recent planning approvals and ensure the boundary follows natural features. Some
small areas of the village are susceptible to flood risk and so this represents a negative sustainable impact. This
flood risk is associated with the River Wensum, which is also designated as a SAC. Parts of the village are within
a conservation area; development would have to pay special attention to preserving or enhancing the character
and appearance of the area. The alternative option is to retain the existing settlement boundary without
amendment. The small difference between the preferred and alternative boundary sees no significant difference
in sustainability impacts. However, the alternative approach is not considered as favourably as it is not in
accordance with the criteria set out in PD05 Rural Areas.

Table 4.26 Lyng Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Mileham

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOOO+OOOOPO:

OOOO?-OOO-OOO-OOOOOAO:

Additional Comments: The village is located along the B1145 and contains two settlement boundaries. The
settlement boundaries are separated by Mileham Castle Scheduled Monument, which is also designated open
space. The presence of the ScheduledMonument means that development must not harm its heritage significance,
likewise for the impact on the conservation area that covers much of the village. Mileham contains limited services
and facilities in the form of a post office and village hall. An area of flood risk lies to the west of the village so
this has to be given consideration should future development occur within the boundary. For these reasons,
retention of the settlement boundary is not seen as the most sustainable option and the preferred option is to
delete the boundary.

Table 4.27 Mileham Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal
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Mundford

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

++OO?+OOO++++o+OOO+PO:

++O+O+OOOO-O--OOOOOAO:

Additional Comments: Mundford contains a primary school, public house, community facility and public
transport. The village was previously designated as a Local Service Centre through the Core Strategy and
Development Control Policies DPD. The villages contains a number of environmental constraints with the SPA
located directly to the south and areas of flood risk to the north of the village. The alternative option to amend
the boundary scores poorly due to the environmental constraints surrounding the village.

Table 4.28 Mundford Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

New Buckenham

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOOO+OOOOPO:

OOOO?-OOO-OOOOOOOOOAO:

Additional Comments: New Buckenham village contains two public houses and shops, but no other services
or facilities. Buckenham Castle Scheduled Monument is located to the west of the village, and the whole village
is located inside a conservation area. The presence of these heritage assets means that development must not
harm their heritage significance. There are areas of flood risk to the south of the village; this has to be given
consideration should future development occur within the boundary. For these reasons, retention of the settlement
boundary has some negative SA scores and the preferred option is the delete the boundary. This could see
development being guided to more sustainable locations.

Table 4.29 New Buckenham Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

North Lopham

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

O++O?++OOOO++++OOO+PO:

O++O?++OOOO++++OOO+AO:

Additional Comments: North Lopham village has a primary school, village hall and post office and shares a
number of services and facilities with South Lopham which does not have a settlement boundary. Due to the
level of services and facilities within North Lopham, able to support a sustainable community, it is considered
appropriate that it retains a settlement boundary. In accordance with the criteria set out within PD05 Rural Areas
it is proposed to make seven amendments to the boundary, to ensure that it reflects natural features on the
ground and has regard to planning approvals:

Move the settlement boundary to the rear boundary of properties on Kenninghall Road to create a logical
settlement boundary.
Extend the settlement boundary in the north east to include a recent planning approval.
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Extend the settlement boundary around "Meadow Farm". The settlement boundary currently runs through
the property; the amendment will move the boundary to include all of the property and be more logical.
Extend the settlement boundary to include "Elmfield House" and "Eden House", which are currently located
outside of the boundary. Including them would mean that it follows existing features on the ground.
Extend the settlement boundary to include "Church Farm Stables"; this would ensure it follows existing
features.
Amend the settlement boundary to include a recent planning approval
Extend the settlement boundary around "Mayflower Cottage". The boundary currently runs through the
property; the amendment will move the boundary to include all of the property and be more logical.

Much of the village is designated as a conservation area and this would require special attention to ensure its
character and appearance are preserved or enhanced. There are no other environmental sensitivities, and this
is reflected in the assessment. The alternative option is to retain the existing settlement boundary without
amendments. The small difference between the preferred and alternative boundary sees no significant difference
in sustainability impacts. However, the alternative approach is not considered as favourably as it is not in
accordance with the criteria set out in PD05 Rural Areas.

Table 4.30 North Lopham Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

North Pickenham

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOOO+OOOOPO:

O+OO?-OOOOOOO-OOOOOAO:

Additional Comments: North Pickenham is located reasonably close to Swaffham. The existing settlement
boundary is logical and follows natural features. However, it includes a primary school and village hall but no
other services or facilities. A small part of the settlement is within an area of flood risk and this represents a
negative sustainability impact. It is proposed that the village should not retain a settlement boundary. Without
the boundary it is considered that any proposed development that would come forward would in the main be
neutral in impact through the application of PD05 Rural Areas and other policies within the emerging Plan. The
alternative option would be to retain the settlement boundaries. However, this is not considered to support a
sustainable community.

Table 4.31 North Pickenham Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Rocklands

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

O++O?++OOO+++++OOO+PO:

O++O?++OOO+-+++OOO+AO:

Additional Comments: Rocklands parish includes the villages Rockland All Saints and Rockland St Peter;
there is a settlement boundary within each. Together they contain a good range of services and facilities, including
primary school, public house and shop. Due to the level of services and facilities within Rocklands, it is considered
appropriate that the villages should each retain a settlement boundary. The villages have no environmental
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sensitivities and this is reflected positively in the assessment. The settlement boundaries have been reviewed
in line with the criteria set out within PD05 Rural Areas and the preferred approach is to amend the Rockland
All Saints boundary in two locations. This involves re-drawing the settlement boundary to remove the village
hall and its associated open space. As the site is designated open space, removing it from the settlement
boundary will help to increase the protection on the site from development. The further proposed amendment
is to extend the settlement boundary at the southernmost end to accommodate land recently granted planning
permission for a single dwelling. The alternative option is to retain the existing settlement boundaries without
modification. The small difference between the preferred and alternative boundary sees no significant difference
in sustainability impacts. However, the alternative approach is not considered as favourably as it is not in
accordance with the criteria set out in PD05 Rural Areas.

Table 4.32 Rocklands Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Quidenham (Eccles Road)

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

+O+O?++OOO+++OOOOO+PO:

+O+O?++OOO+-+OOOOO+AO:

Additional Comments:Quidenhamparish includes the hamlets of Eccles Road, Hargham,Wilby andQuidenham.
Eccles Road is the only area within the parish with a settlement boundary. Eccles Road's village primary school
closed in 2014: however the village does contain a public house and village hall, and is also well related to the
Snetterton Heath employment area. Eccles Road is a relatively small village, however it has a reasonable range
of services and facilities that can support a sustainable community. It is considered appropriate that the village
should retain a settlement boundary. Since the settlement boundary was last reviewed in 1999 a number of
applications have come forward outside of the settlement boundary and it is proposed to amend the boundary
to include them as per PD05 Rural Areas . This involves an extension in the north to include two properties and
an extension in the south to take in the properties on Wilby Road along with a further 24 dwellings for which
planning permission was granted in 2015. It is also proposed to re-draw the settlement boundary to exclude
Garnier Hall and its associated open space, which would reduce pressure from redevelopment. This is seen as
a positive approach in protecting open space. The preferred option has been assessed to have positive and
neutral sustainability impacts. The alternative option is to retain the existing settlement boundary without
modification. Whilst the preferred amendment represents a relatively large physical change, the sustainability
impacts between the preferred and alternative boundary is marginal. However, the alternative approach is not
considered as favourably as it is not in accordance with the criteria set out in PD05 Rural Areas.

Table 4.33 Quidenham Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Saham Toney

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

++OO?+OOO+++++oOOO+PO:

++O+?+OOOOoOO+OOOOOAO:

Additional Comments: Saham Toney contains a primary school, public transport and community facilities in
the form of a village hall and public house. The village is closely related to Watton which provides employment
opportunities. The village was previously designated as a local service centre through the Core Strategy and
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Development Control Policies DPD. The preferred option is to amend the settlement boundary to take include
existing development around Cley Lane. The preferred option scores well against the sustainability appraisal
criteria. The alternative option would be to extend the settlement boundary further which does not score as
positively against the criteria.

Table 4.34 Saham Toney Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Scarning

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOO+?OOOOOOOOOOOOOOPO:

O---?-+OOO-O++-OOO-AO:

Additional Comments: Scarning has two settlement boundaries within the village. Whilst there are a number
of services and facilities within the wider Scarning parish, these are not particularly well related to the village
settlement boundaries, e.g. Scarning has a primary school but this is over 2km from the village settlement
boundaries. Due to the distance of Scarning village from services and facilities, along with that there is no land
within the settlement boundary that could be developed without harm to the form and character of the village,
it is considered that further development here would not represent a sustainable approach and the preferred
option is to delete the settlement boundary. The removal of the settlement boundary would mean that planning
applications would be determined against a criteria based policy set out within PD05 Rural Areas. Deleting the
boundary would allow for development to be guided to more sustainable locations. The alternative option would
be to retain the existing settlement boundary without modification. Due to the reasons outlined above, and the
potential negative sustainability impacts, this is not a reasonable alternative.

Table 4.35 Scarning Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Shropham

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOOO+OOOOPO:

O+OO?-OOOOOOOOOOOOOAO:

Additional Comments: Shropham village contains a number of services including employment. However, it
does not contain the level of services and facilities considered necessary to justify a settlement boundary. The
preferred approach is to delete the existing settlement boundary and the alternative is to retain it. The two options
score similarly but the alternative is not in line with the criteria of PD05 Rural Areas.

Table 4.36 Shropham Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Snetterton (North End)

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOOOOOOOOPO:

+O--?--O-O-+++-OOO-AO:
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Additional Comments: North End is a hamlet within the parish of Snetterton. Snetterton contains two general
employment areas located on either side of the A11, these are located over 1km from the village. The village is
lacking other services and facilities, which sees it perform poorly against the relevant sustainability objectives
in the assessment above. Furthermore, Snetterton North End is one of the smallest settlement boundaries within
Breckland. Due to the limited services and facilities available within Snetterton North End, the size of the
settlement boundary and the lack of further opportunities to develop within it without harm to the form and
character of the area, the preferred option is to delete the settlement boundary. Any planning application would
therefore need to be determined against the criteria based approach set out within the preferred directions PD05
Rural Areas. The alternative approach would be to retain the existing settlement boundary. This approach is
not preferred due to the lack of services and facilities to support sustainable development. The preferred option
allows to guide development towards more sustainable locations.

Table 4.37 Snetterton North End Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Sparham

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOOOOOOOOPO:

----?-+O-O-+++-OOO-AO:

Additional Comments: Sparham lacks essential services and facilities, which sees it perform poorly against
the relevant sustainability objectives in the assessment above. The existing settlement boundary is tightly drawn
around the dwellings within Sparham, and there are no further opportunities for infilling without harm to the form
and character of the area. For these reasons, the preferred option is to remove the settlement boundary. Any
planning application would therefore need to be determined against the criteria based approach set out within
the preferred directions PD05 Rural Areas. The alternative approach would be to retain the existing settlement
boundary. This approach is not preferred due to the lack of services and facilities to support sustainable
development. The preferred option allows to guide development towards more sustainable locations.

Table 4.38 Sparham Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Stanfield

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOOOOOOOOPO:

----?-+O-O-+++-OOO-AO:

Additional Comments: Stanfield is a small village that lacks any services and facilities that would normally be
considered for the retention of a settlement boundary. This sees it perform poorly against the relevant sustainability
objectives in the assessment above. The existing settlement boundary is tightly drawn around dwellings within
Stanfield and there is no space for further expansion inside the existing boundary. For these reasons the preferred
approach is therefore to delete the settlement boundary. Any planning application would therefore need to be
determined against the criteria based approach set out within the preferred directions PD05 Rural Areas. The
alternative option is to retain the existing settlement boundary without amendment. This approach is not preferred
due to the lack of services and facilities to support sustainable development. The preferred option allows to
guide development towards more sustainable locations.

Table 4.39 Stanfield Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal
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Stow Bedon

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOOOOOOOOPO:

----?-+O-O-+-+-OOO-AO:

Additional Comments:Within the Stow Bedon settlement boundary there is a lack of services and facilities,
which sees it perform poorly against the relevant sustainability objectives in the assessment above. The settlement
boundary is closely drawn around the properties on Mere Road and is predominantly to the north of the road.
To the south is the Stow Bedon Mere County Wildlife Site. There is no opportunity to provide further development
within the settlement without compromising the character of the village or the integrity of the wildlife site. The
preferred option is to delete the settlement boundary due to the lack of services and facilities to support
development. Any planning application would therefore need to be determined using the criteria based approach
set out within PD05 Rural Areas. The alternative option is to retain the existing settlement boundary without
amendment. This approach is not preferred due to the lack of services and facilities to support sustainable
development. The preferred option allows to guide development towards more sustainable locations.

Table 4.40 Stow Bedon Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Thompson

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

O++O?++O+O++-++OOO+PO:

OOOO?OOOOOOOOOOOOOOAO:

Additional Comments: Thompson village has a number of services and facilities including a primary school,
shop and The Chequers Inn public house. Thompson is located within the 1,500m buffer zone for land that
supports or is capable of supporting Stone Curlew. Further appropriate development can be accommodated
within the buffer zone; nevertheless, this has been noted as a potential negative impact in the assessment.
Thompson contains a number of services and facilities that justify the retention of the settlement boundary; this
is the preferred option. The existing settlement boundary follows existing features on the ground and is logical
and defensible, so it is preferred to retain the boundary without amendment. The alternative approach is to
delete the settlement boundary. The removal of the settlement boundary would mean that planning applications
would be determined against a criteria based policy set out within PD05 Rural Areas. It is considered therefore
that any future proposed development that could come forward would in the main be neutral in impact. This
approach is not preferred due to the level of services and facilities within Thompson that can support a sustainable
community; this is reflected in the above assessment.

Table 4.41 Thompson Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Tittleshall

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOOOOOOOOPO:

--OO?-+O---+++-OOO-AO:
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Additional Comments: Tittleshall contains a village hall, but lacks any other services or facilities. However,
the village is closely related to Litcham, which is a designated Local Service Centre village and has a good range
of services and facilities. Tiitleshall includes a conservation area within the centre of the village. There is a lack
of services and facilities within the village to support new residential development. Furthermore there are only
limited opportunities for further development inside the settlement boundary without harm to the form and
character. For these reasons, the preferred option is to delete the settlement boundary. Any planning application
would therefore need to be determined using the criteria based approach set out within PD05 Rural Areas. The
alternative option is to retain the existing settlement boundary without amendment. This approach is not preferred
due to the lack of services and facilities to support sustainable development and the potential impact on the
character and appearance of the conservation area. This is reflected in the assessment above. The preferred
option allows to guide development towards more sustainable locations.

Table 4.42 Tittleshall Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Weasenham

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OO+O?++OOO+++++OOO+PO:

OO+-?++OOO+++++OOO-AO:

Additional Comments:Weasenham contains two settlement boundaries, which are focused around TheGreen
and Massingham Road. Weasenham includes a number of services and facilities including a primary school,
post office and The Fox and Horses public house. It should be noted that the primary school is located outside
of the settlement boundary but a practical distance away. The settlement boundary supports the principles of
protecting the environment and access to community facilities. The existing settlement boundaries are logical
and follow natural boundaries. There is limited space within the settlement boundary that would allow for some
infill. Due to the level of services within the village the preferred option is to retain the existing settlement boundary.
The alternative option would be to amend the settlement boundary tighter around existing dwellings; however
this would lessen the opportunity for some small infill development, which is something that the village could
accommodate in a sustainable way.

Table 4.43 Weasenham Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal

Whissonsett

19181716151413121110987654321Objective

OOOO?OOOOOOOOO+OOOOPO:

OOOO?-OOOOOOOOOOOOOAO:

Additional Comments:Whissonsett is a large village containing a village hall and a post office that opens two
mornings a week; however there are no other services or facilities and this reflects in the assessment. To the
north of the village is an area of flood risk but this is unlikely to represent a significant impact. It is proposed to
delete the settlement boundary. The removal of the settlement boundary would mean that planning applications
would be determined against a criteria based policy set out within PD05 Rural Areas and this is considered more
sustainable than the alternative option of retaining the boundary.

Table 4.44 Whissonsett Settlement Boundary Sustainability Appraisal
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Conclusions

4.12 Policy PD05A/B within the Interim consultation document has been subject to the SA process. The policy
sets the principle of settlement boundaries and the grounds on which they should be designated.

4.13 The SA undertaken at this stage also gives further consideration to each individual boundary and the scope
for specific changes.

4.14 The findings of this SA illustrates that the preferred options generally perform well when assessed, although
there are also some potential negative effects which need to be mitigated through appropriate policy in the Local
Plan. The preferred boundaries or preferred removal of boundary tend to have overall better sustainability impacts
than the alternative options considered.

Environmental SA Objectives

4.15 The use of settlement boundaries, when in sustainable locations, promotes efficient use of land. The
development within settlement boundaries tends to be infill or rounding-off opportunities, often on brownfield sites.
This avoids the deterioration of green infrastructure. Whilst this development is usually on a small scale, cumulatively
it can have a noticeable impact, and the contribution to Breckland's overall sustainability is positive.

4.16 With regards to water usage and quality and waste management, it is considered that when assessing a
settlement boundary, it has little to no impact on these objectives. These are mostly factors that would be managed
through the development management process, regardless of whether the associated development was within a
settlement boundary or in another location.

4.17 In reducing air pollution, the most noteworthy element to assess with regards to settlement boundaries is
the degree to which residents would have to travel via private vehicle to reach the facilities and service they need.
The small size and level of service provision of settlements means that residents of these places will inevitably
find themselves needing to travel at times. However, in some cases the level of provision is sufficiently low that
more travel would be required. Additional travel and journeys will result in more fossil fuel use. These could lead
to increases in emissions of CO2 and other combustion gases; due to the small amounts of further development
that could be accommodated in settlements, this would lead to a small increase in the atmospheric burden at
individual level and cumulatively more so when it affects several settlements. This could further contribute to climate
change, acid rain and other air quality impacts, which represents a major long-term in-combination negative impact.
In those cases where there is a lack of services and public transport, it is usually the case that the preferred option
is for the settlement boundary to be deleted, and development can be guided to more sustainable locations. This
helps to avoid the impacts described. Conversely, when settlements have a sufficient level of service and facilities
provision and/or good public transport links, the preferred option is often to retain the boundary, which would have
the opposite effect on those impacts described above.

4.18 Most settlements are free from flood risk. A small number have areas within flood zones or are close to
flood zones. In those cases, a negative impact is predicted, as being within the flood zone does render those small
areas undevelopable. However, due to the potentially insignificant amount of further development that could come
forward within the settlements, it is unlikely to represent anything more than a minor negative impact.

4.19 Settlements tend to be in locations that represent no concerns with regards to biodiversity and geodiversity.
This reduces the need to consider mitigation or avoidance and is considered to represent a positive impact on
Breckland’s sustainability. Guiding development to such constraint-free locations can have a long-term positive
impact.
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4.20 Several settlements are within the SPA 1,500m buffer zone. Development can be permitted in such areas,
given it is appropriate infill. Therefore being within the buffer zone in itself would not necessarily represent a negative
outcome. Where a settlement could not accommodate the infill-type development appropriate to the buffer zone,
it tends to be the case that the preferred approach is to delete the boundary, allowing for development to be steered
to more appropriate and sustainable locations.

4.21 Even the small amount of further development that could be accommodated within these established
settlements could represent a threat to their character. This is especially the case where it has been identified that
the form of the settlement could not accommodate any additions, or it has a heritage asset within it or is recognised
as a heritage asset itself. In those cases, further development could have a significant negative impact that would
manifest in the short term and have permanent effects. In these instances, the settlement boundary should be
deleted or very careful management should be employed at the planning application stage to ensure these effects
are minimised.

Social SA Objectives

4.22 In most cases, the preferred approached are predicted to have neutral to positive impact on the social
objectives.

4.23 The Local Plan has to deliver sufficient homes to meet the housing needs of Breckland. There is no
reasonable alternative to this. Providing settlement boundaries supports this delivery of homes in sustainable
locations. Whilst this is on a small scale, together with the other site allocations and potential future appropriate
windfall sites, over the long term it helps to cumulatively deliver the homes needed. Being able to deliver the
objectively assessed housing needs of the district in turn ensures a population to support the economy and services
and facilities of the district. This is beneficial across Breckland but also at settlement-level to ensure the retention
of the services and facilities in those locations.

4.24 The need to protect and enhance human health and well-being is considered in the SA process. It tends
to be the case that the preferred option ensures generally adequate access for residents to local open space, a
health care facility and sports facility. When the preferred option is the retention of the boundary, it is usually the
case that the open space provision is within the settlement and there is good transport links to a larger settlement
to access built health facilities. When the preferred option is to delete the boundary it is assumed that through
implementing policies in the Local Plan, health matters will be addressed through the planning process. Due to
the relatively small amounts of population, the long-term impacts of well-managed health and well-being would be
small across a geographically large scale but would be noticeably positive at a settlement level.

4.25 In terms of access to services and facilities, all the preferred options have been assessed as being positive
or neutral. The provision of and/or access to services and facilities is of major consideration when determining the
suitability of a settlement boundary and it tends to be the case that the preference is to delete the boundary when
this provision of or access to is not adequate, or would not be able to cope with additional demands. Being able
to access services and facilities is seen to have significant positive impacts across a wide range of factors including
social interaction, health, well-being, the local economy and lowering CO2 emissions.

Economic SA Objectives

4.26 Under the assessment of the economic objectives, the preferred options mostly have envisaged positive
or neutral impacts.

4.27 Defining settlement boundaries can help, albeit in a relatively small way, to ensure that potential economic
development is directed to sustainable locations. The SA process also assesses access to existing economic and
educational opportunities. Preferred options tend to score well due to having such opportunities within or close to
the settlement and/or good access to such opportunities via public transport. Where settlements do not offer this,
it is often the case that the preferred option would be to delete the boundary so that future development could be
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guided to more sustainable locations. Having good access to economic and educational opportunities assists in
reducing journeys so that private vehicle emissions are lessened; and ensures a happy and prosperous population
within the settlements that support their local services and facilities.

4.28 In the long term, it is envisaged that these preferred approaches on settlement boundaries can contribute
to a cumulatively positive impact across Breckland where high quality employment opportunities are retained or
created, encouraging people to live and work in the District. It is envisaged that over time, strength in the economy
and workforce would attract further strength.
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